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Editorial 
Our vision is for the IACAT Journal to provide a vital forum for the arts therapies in Ireland, as they continue to 

develop and expand. We also seek to advance an understanding of how the arts therapies contribute to enriching 

individual’s lives and environments. We believe that evidence based research, demonstrating how the arts therapies 

work and what they can achieve, is key to this mission. The journal also offers an important venue for getting to 

know each other’s work and contributing to a strong community of arts therapists in Ireland, as well as for presenting 

our work to arts therapists in other countries, and getting to know more about their work as we invite them to publish 

with us. We also seek to explore the proven benefits of arts therapies when applied in interdisciplinary settings. 

Hand in hand with these goals, in the IACAT Journal we are dedicated to supporting our authors at every 

step of the writing process. We recognise that many arts therapists are so passionate, dedicated and hard-working in 

their practice, that they may find it difficult to put aside valuable writing time. We also acknowledge that writing 

academically about their work is not every arts therapist’s first love. Our dedicated team of editors, advisors and 

reviewers are on hand to chat about any questions that arise, and to help authors and prospective authors to develop 

ideas at every stage. We believe strongly in the value of your knowledge and experience and we want to help you to 

share that. We also understand that writing is a very personal endeavour, and with that in mind we value empathy 

and support in all our communications.  

With this in mind, we call on colleagues to continue to submit work for peer review and publication. Whether 

this is research or evaluation papers, case studies, theoretical articles, survey based papers, project reports, reflective 

papers and interviews, all are invited, provided papers have a sound conceptual or evidence base. We promote a 

diversity of methodologies, including arts based research, as a way of examining and understanding experience. 

In our first article in this issue, Qiaoyi Li explores issues of how cultural aspects of transference and 

countertransference influence the therapeutic relationship, providing valuable insights into the cultural dilemmas that 

can arise. The author attends to a vital need for music therapists to be culturally competent in society today. The 

following article, by Alice Davies and Ian Noonan, explores the evidence for the therapeutic use of dance for those 

with Parkinson’s disease. The authors attend to the valuable outcomes arising from integration of arts practitioners 

working creatively for health and wellbeing outcomes, alongside and in collaboration with arts therapists delivering 

individual and group interventions for specific conditions and with specific therapeutic aims. Rowena Keaveny 

examines the use of digital narrative as a therapeutic intervention for prolonged grief, further considering the debate 

surrounding digital technology as an expressive art medium within art therapy, as well as the development and ethical 

implications of digital practice and of digital technology as an effective art therapy intervention. This informed 

discussion is highly pertinent and will be of interest to many, given the fast-developing field of digital technology 

and social media in art therapy. Our final article, by Gerri Geoghegan, explores the creative component in the 

supervision of art therapists. Compelling insights are drawn from the perspective of practicing as an art therapist in 

Ireland for over twenty-one years, as well as the author’s training and practice as a supervisor. This important research 

establishes to what degree art therapists in Ireland facilitate their own developmental process as practitioners by 

engaging in art making during supervision for their own sake, and provides a basis from which to deliver a future 

direction and vision for the training and practice of art therapists in Ireland. 

We also present book reviews in this issue, with recent titles addressing topical issues in the arts therapies 

reviewed by Jess O’Donoghue, Una Walsh, Sheila Richardson, Vicky Linnane and Rowena Keaveny. At the IACAT 

Journal, we understand the art of writing the book review as creating a space in which to take part in a shared 

exploration of collective knowledge, debate and dialogue. These incisive and thoughtful contributions demonstrate 

that we value the time for space, thought and creativity that might otherwise be lost to the pressures and practicalities 

of everyday life and work. 

We hope that you enjoy reading this issue. As always, we thank you for your continued support. 

Editor-in-Chief: Eva Lindroos  

Co-Editor: Dr Maggie O'Neill 

iacatjournal@gmail.com  
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The Exploration of Cultural Transference and Countertransference in the Therapeutic Relationship 

 

Qiaoyi Li 

 

Cultural issues in music therapy have been well documented for many years. The author herself, originally from China, 

has encountered cultural dilemmas in various situations. Given that, the author feels it is important to understand the 

issues of cultural transference and countertransference in a therapeutic dyad. However, when looking through music 

therapy literature, there is a clear lack of debate on how cultural aspects of transference and countertransference influence 

the therapeutic relationship. This paper seeks to contribute to this area.  

The introduction explains that the starting point of this paper is drawn from the author's own cultural background and 

life experience. The second section highlights how culture influences both therapists and clients in the therapeutic dyad. 

Borrowing from the psychodynamic psychotherapy principle, the third section presents the concepts of transference and 

countertransference and their demonstration in music therapy. The following section describes what cultural transference 

and countertransference in therapy entails, with particular focus on Comas-Diza and Jacson's (1991) ethnocultural 

transference and countertransference concepts. Two case vignettes illustrate how cultural transference and 

countertransference are being recognised and used in therapy. The final discussion highlights three main themes that 

have emerged during the exploration of these issues, and they are: culture-centred music therapy; minority 

therapist/mainstream client dyad and minority therapist/minority client dyad; and the examination of cultural transference 

and countertransference in therapy.   

 

Keywords: cultural transference; cultural countertransference; culture-centred music therapy; therapeutic 

relationship/dyad 

 

The Starting Point: Same and Different 

 

My awareness of culture and its impacts began when I moved to Ireland to pursue music therapy training. From the 

beginning, I was very aware of my distinctive identity and differences from others. I was the only Chinese student in 

my class and Ireland was the first western country I visited. Very soon, I realized I had to improve my English 

language skills and become familiar with diverse Irish accents as quickly as possible.  

When I came to Northern Ireland, I faced an additional challenge: to understand history and political stances 

from different sides, especially the nationalist and loyalist. Both sides identify and separate themselves from “the 

others” due to religious and political views and through the use of language. Once, a staff member from a nationalist 

dominated area gave me an Irish language booklet to learn; on another occasion, a client from a loyalist background 

highly praised the annual political parade in front of me. These were their subjective projections: they both recognised 

me as “the outsider”, and my visible differences illuminated their wish to maintain their own identities, founded in 

cultural values and rituals that have significant meanings to them.  

I also encountered clients with eastern backgrounds, like myself. Even though we often speak different native 

languages, I do not identify myself as significantly different from these clients. I gain a sense of belonging when I 

am with them, and vice versa. This is a mutual projective identification. 

These experiences have taught me that in a cross-cultural therapeutic dyad, the client and I are experiencing 

complex psychological adjustments and interactions and often our own cultural backgrounds and history become the 

objects of transference and countertransference. When looking at the music therapy literature, there is a clear lack of 

debate about how culture influences transference and countertransference in therapy. This article seeks to contribute 

to this area. 

 

Culture in Therapy 

 

Winnicott (1971) describes culture as both a learned experience and an inherited tradition inside each individual. The 

individual's ideas, values, actions, feelings, and spiritual world are all products of culture; culture also touches our 

bodies and nervous systems (Yehuda, 2002). Hence, culture is central to a person's identity and it influences a person's 
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behaviour and the interpretation of other people's behaviour (Pedersen, 1994). In a cross-cultural therapeutic dyad, 

differences such as language, race and sexual orientation can trigger anxiety and fear among practitioners as well as 

their clients (Aggarwal, 2011). That can become the primary source of the transference and countertransference. This 

will be explored in a later section of the paper. 

Western cultural values centre on individualism: being able to cope with one's problems and to change for 

the better (Palmer & Laungani,1999). For instance, speaking up, being assertive and talking about one's feelings are 

important values of everyday Northern America culture (Perez-Foster, 1999). However, clients from minority ethnic 

and cultural traditions may not always present these individualist values in therapy. Many ethnic clients in treatment 

are unpowered because of their racial backgrounds, immigrant or socio-economic status, and they tend not to confront 

their therapists about their discomfort and fear of the clinicians and may simply walk away from their treatment 

(Perez-Foster, 1999). This has been observed among American-Latinos (Roche, 1999), Asian Americans and Pacific 

islanders (Schoen, 2005), African-Americans (Williamson, 2014), and Chinese in the UK and US (Jim & Pistrang, 

2007).  

Research has demonstrated that African-Americans are often reluctant to engage in therapy and may withdraw 

from their treatment early due to their lack of knowledge of psychological intervention, financial difficulties, and 

concerns of racial discrimination (Williamson, 2014). American-Latinos have strong attachment to their families and 

they may perceive therapists as an extension of their families. However, they experience a higher dropout rate than 

Caucasian clients, particularly as their therapists' ethnic or socio-economic status has traditionally been unfavourable 

to Latinos (Roche, 1999).  

Inherited from their Eastern ancestors, Asian Americans and Pacific islanders share many similar cultural 

values, such as: self-control, filial piety, collectivism, shame, deference to authority figures, and achievement 

(Schoen, 2005). For example, Japanese clients often do not question the therapist because they perceive the therapist 

as an authoritative figure (Nippodda, 2012). Chinese clients in both the US and the UK tend to terminate their 

treatment prematurely, often because psychological intervention is seen as undesirable and shameful in Chinese 

society (Jim & Pistrang, 2007).   

Therapists also face various dilemmas in a cross-cultural therapeutic relationship. For instance, a non-white 

ethnic therapist, when working with white clients, has to deal with pre-transference and stereotypes involved in such 

processes before a working alliance can be formed (Dhillou-Steven, 2011). In their study, Kissil et al. (2013) have 

found that foreign-born therapists' proficiency of the host language and their perceived attitudes and behaviours of 

the host country are significantly associated with their development and levels of clinical self-efficacy. As a white 

psychoanalyst with a Jewish background, Knafo (1999) explains that anti-Semitism in therapy is not simply a racial 

prejudice, but multi-determined, and it needs to be examined with great caution in order to avoid preconception and 

fixed thoughts; on the other hand, he is also aware of the advantages of being white. A study conducted in the UK 

has found that white therapists felt anxious and uncomfortable to openly discuss race and cultural issues with their 

African-Caribbean clients, while African-Caribbean clients used various strategies to distance the racial aspects of 

their identities from therapy (Santos & Dallos, 2012).  

 

Transference and Countertransference in Music Therapy 

 

The concept of transference was first recognised by Freud (1912). He explains that transference occurs because each 

individual has acquired a specific method to relate to others “through the combined operation of his innate disposition 

and the influences brought to bear on him during his early years” (p.99). Rathen (2007) summarises that “transference 

itself involves four components: 1) how the patient feels towards himself; 2) how the patient's mother (primary carer) 

felt towards him; 3) how the patient felt towards his mother; and 4) how he wished his mother felt towards him” 

(p.20). In other words, transference in therapy is the client repeating the four stereotyped patterns of relating to his 

mother, or significant others, in his early life and these modes of relating could become obstacles towards the 

therapeutic goals (Freud, 1912; Corey, 2009; Jacobs, 2010).  

Musical role playing has been noted as an effective way to investigate these transference reactions (Priestly, 

1994), because improvised music can be viewed as a pure here-and-now experience, a symbolic language, and 

mediator between conscious and unconscious contents (Austin,1996). For example, Erkkilӓ (2014) describes an 
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analysis of a duet with a female client: this client did not react when the therapist took the role of the annoying relative 

during improvisation, which was exactly how she reacted in her real life. This crucial moment gave the therapist a 

better understanding of the real issue regarding the client.   

Countertransference can be presented in two ways: intersubjective countertransference – the therapist's 

feelings and emotional reactions evoked when working with the client and the client's transference; and 

intrasubjective countertransference – the therapists' personal feelings and/or unsolved issues formed before they meet 

the client (Bruscia, 1998; Scheiby, 2005). Intersubjective countertransference is an essential source of information 

about what is happening in the therapy room (McLeod, 2009), and it enables the therapist to feel how the client feels 

(Rathen, 2007; Corey, 2009). Intrasubjective countertransference can occur inevitably because therapists, just like 

their clients, may have unresolved issues, personal vulnerabilities, and unconscious blind spots, and they may 

consciously and unconsciously bring their past relationships and objections into the therapy room (Gabbard, 2005).  

An intersubjective countertransference may be observed in the example whereby once a client told me to stop 

playing a particular song in the session because it reminded him of going to war, and this was a projection of his own 

anxiety and fear. I then became very anxious and also embarrassed for not knowing the historical role of the song. 

The client's presence can also evoke the therapist's intrasubjective countertransference. For example, in one of her 

essays, Priestley (1994) describes a young female client who reminds her of her half-sister. Sometimes both forms of 

countertransference (intersubjective and intrasubjective) can co-exist. Presented by Scheiby (2005) in her paper, a 

client's sadness affected her articulation of the music and her fingers became heavy on the piano; at the same time, 

her own sadness and the loss of her own father came forth by being there with this client who was grieving for his 

dying father.  

 

Cultural Transference and Countertransference in Therapy 

 

According to Comas-Diaz and Jackson (1991), “ethnicity and culture can touch deep unconscious feelings in most 

individuals and may become targets for projection by both the patient and therapist, thus becoming more available 

in therapy” (p. 392). Cultural transference is not only the expression of the client's historical relations to their primary 

caretaker saturated with their own cultural values and beliefs (Bonovitz, 2005), but also represents various socio-

cultural meanings in relation to the therapist's authority and assumed cultural group (Roche, 1999). Therapists' failure 

to understand the ethnic and socio-cultural aspects of clients' projection, or bringing their own pre-developed 

cognitions and racial stereotypes about their clients into therapy, can contribute to the manifestation of cultural 

transference and countertransference (Perez-Foster, 1999; Stampley & Slaght, 2004). This can make it difficult to 

work through cultural ambivalence and may lead to client withdrawal from the therapy (Perez-Foster, 1999; Farber, 

2006).  

Ethnocultural transference and countertransference can be both interethnic and intraethnic and can be shown 

in many different forms (see table 1) (Comas-Diaz & Jackson, 1991). An example of interethnic transference is that, 

clients from ethnic minority backgrounds may feel reluctant to negotiate a convenient appointment for themselves 

with a white therapist; this overcompliance type of transference can also be observed in ethnic minority therapist and 

non-minority client dyads, when the client may try to present him/herself as the good patient. In an intraethnic 

therapeutic context, clients who have strong negative feelings towards their own ethnic and racial background may 

project these feelings to the therapist from the same ethnic background, and they may see the therapist as the traitor; 

at the opposite extreme, they may see the therapist as the saviour, or the omniscient-ominiponent therapist. Interethnic 

countertransference may occur when the therapist is overly curious about a client's ethnic background and may derail 

the therapeutic process. An extreme example of intraethnic countertransference is cultural myopia, where both the 

therapist and client share similar cultural and ethnic backgrounds, and the therapist is unable to see clearly due to 

ethnocultural factors and colludes with clients' cultural presentation. 
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Table 1: Ethnocultural transference and countertransference 

 

Ethnocultural transference Ethnocultural countertransference  

Interethnic transference Intraethnic transference Interethnic 

countertransference 

Intraethnic 

countertransference 

Overcompliance and 

friendliness 

Denial ethnicity and 

culture 

Mistrust, suspicion, and 

hostility 

Ambivalence 

The omniscient-

omnipotent therapist 

The traitor 

The autoracist 

Ambivalence 

Denial of ethnocultural 

differences 

The clinical 

anthropologist syndrome 

Guilty 

Pity 

Aggression 

Ambivalence 

Overidentification - us and 

them 

Distancing 

Cultural myopia 

Ambivalence 

Anger 

Hope and despair 

Survivor's guilt 

 

(Comas-Diaz & Jackson, 1991) 

 

  Additionally, in a music therapy setting, music and instruments can become cultural projections and 

resistances in clients' everyday life. For example, Strehlow (2015, personal communication) reflects on a group music 

improvisation in which non-German clients rarely chose to play instruments being perceived as having symbolic 

political meanings, and they avoided discussing the music they played which held identifiable religious and political 

elements. This sense of anxiety and “fear of offending” others who hold different political views, awoke some of 

Strehlow's own experiences: the unspoken anxiety in German society when the country was experiencing significant 

changes during the aftermath of World War II.  

 

Two Case Vignettes 

 

The first vignette describes how ethnocultural transference and countertransference naturally occurred in therapy 

when I was working with a client from a similar eastern cultural background, and how they were used to support this 

client during a very difficult time in his life. The second vignette shows the benefits of cultural transference and 

countertransference as well as the potential drawbacks of cultural countertransference in therapy.  

 

The Farewell Song (Li, 1915) 

 

I met C in a local hospital during his rehabilitation. C is a middle-aged man with an eastern background. He suffered 

from a brain injury that had significant impacts on his mobility and his speech. In this case, the ethnocultural 

transference and countertransference co-constructed naturally because of our similar cultural and ethnic backgrounds.  

Before the work began, C was standing outside the therapy room, watching me working with another patient. 

My eastern appearance seemed to capture his attention. When I told C that I am Chinese during our first meeting, he 

looked relieved. His presence also resonated with my feelings of coming from the east, and my instant 

countertransferential reaction was to share a well-known Chinese folk song Farewell Song with him. I learned this 

song from my grandfather at a young age and I feel emotionally contained when singing the song. Additionally, this 

song has been popular among Chinese emigrants in many other Asian countries. Therefore, I believed this song could 

hit the right note.  

 C responded to the song with some mixed emotions: he was singing the melody with tears in his eyes. This 

song seemed to remind him of his roots and his experiences of living in a “foreign” land so far away from his own 

family. I was feeling that too from inside. This intraethnic transference and countertransference led me to become 

more curious about his culture. When I learned and shared the traditional songs in his native language with him, it 

motivated C to re-connect with his identity and he began to ask me frequently to play some music videos from his 

country. In one session, I played his national anthem; he sat straight and kept pumping his fist firmly in the air. This 
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was first time I saw him feeling proud and undefeatable. This was also a countertransference experience for me: 

whenever I hear the Chinese national anthem, an enormous sense of pride and dignity arises from within.        

After being discharged from all other treatments except music therapy, C spent a long time in the hospital 

waiting to be sent home. It was a very frustrating waiting process for him. At this point, C decided to withdraw 

himself from everything, including music therapy and his personal care. The first time C refused to attend his session 

was while a staff member and I were standing at his bedside. Seeing C lying still in bed with his eyes closed, like a 

dead person, I felt rejected, hurt, angry and helpless. Once I returned to the music therapy room, I started to play the 

Farewell Song on the piano; I began to reflect and gradually understand that my own feelings were the intersubjective 

projections of his pain, frustration, fear and sense of abandonment.  

C re-engaged in music therapy soon after being told the approximate time for his departure. Music therapy 

became a crucial support during the last few weeks of his stay in the hospital: when he expressed his concerns about 

what could happen and how to cope back home, I was there to listen. We sang the Farewell Song often in the sessions 

and it became a safety net for him. The meaning of the song is to say goodbye to a dear friend. This not only prepared 

him for the ending of this therapeutic relationship, but also helped him during the transition from a western healthcare 

unit to his own country. After C left the hospital, I played the Farewell Song one last time in the therapy room. This 

was my way of expressing my sense of loss and it allowed me to bring this therapeutic relationship to a close.     

 

“Will ye come to see me?” 

 

I met B in a regional hospital. B was an elderly man with a western background who had a brain injury. B was very 

emotional in the sessions when telling me about the deep sadness regarding the loss of his wife, his independence, 

his concerns about his present medical situation and his future.   

The interethnic countertransference occurred when I got to know that B was living on his own after his wife 

died and he was grieving alone; I felt extremely angry because based on the cultural traditions I was brought up with, 

this was cruel and not acceptable. In China, children are educated to respect the elderly, so called “filial piety”, and 

younger generations have an obligation to look after their elders. It is common to see two and three generations of 

Chinese family living together. During the sessions, I noticed that I was very reluctant to end the session with B, and 

I felt that I had to be there with him. I was like a good daughter to listen to him when his emotions flooded in. This 

gave B the opportunity to share his feelings and concerns openly rather than suppressing them inside. At the same 

time, when B praised me singing western songs with my distinguished Chinese accent, I felt encouraged, like being 

supported by an elderly friend, and as a result I learned more traditional folk songs. This was positive use of the 

cultural transference and countertransference. 

However, the therapeutic framework could be potentially breached if I was caught up in my own cultural 

identification. In B's final session, he gave me the details of his address and asked me a few times to visit him and I 

had to say “no”. I only found out during that session that B was going to be discharged soon, so we did not have 

enough time to prepare for the closure of the therapeutic relationship. I felt I was going to lose a good elderly friend. 

It was difficult for me to say “no” to him, since I had an internalised sense of “filial piety” to elders and I felt I had 

to listen to him. I did not visit B, but for a while I did feel guilty about it. In this situation, my awareness of the 

professional boundaries and ethical principles saved me from my own cultural projection.   

 

Discussion  

  

The purpose of this article is to explore cultural transference and countertransference phenomena in the therapeutic 

dyad and two case vignettes demonstrate how these can be recognised and used in therapy. During this process, three 

themes have emerged: (1) practising culture-centred music therapy; (2) minority therapist/mainstream client dyad 

and minority therapist/minority client dyad; and (3) examination of cultural transference and countertransference in 

therapy.   
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Practising culture-centred music therapy  

 

As previously discussed, culture plays a vital role in the therapeutic relationship and can become a source of the 

therapist's and client's own projection, therefore, music therapists need to develop cultural empathy (Brown, 2002) 

and cultural competence (Tummala-Narra, 2015) in their practice, which will encourage therapists to resist premature 

generalization about clients who are from a different cultural-social background. Music therapists can combine 

“culture as a resource for self and society” with “music as an evolved communicative activity” to work towards the 

therapeutic goals, namely culture-centred music therapy (Stige, 2016). Culture-centred music therapy can be 

achieved through multicultural music therapy training (Toppozada, 1995), self-education with regards to diverse 

world-views and social norms, and the role of music that belongs to the culture of the clients (Moreno, 1988; Brown, 

2002; Wheeler and Baker, 2010).  

In my case, I first need to overcome the language barrier. I also remain curious about my work and my 

clients, and regularly renew my music resources. For example, looking into a client's song list helps me understand 

a client's life experiences, which they may find difficult to discuss during the session; and learning music in a client's 

native language allows me to make a deeper connection with them. Additionally, I keep up to date with current 

political and socio-economic policies.   

 

Minority therapist/mainstream client dyad & minority therapist/minority client dyad  

 

The minority therapist/mainstream client dyad can be identified in B's case. In this therapeutic dyad, both therapists 

and clients can become more aware of each other's cultural orientation and differences, and music therapists need to 

remain vigilant and carefully examine cultural transference and countertransference that arises due to ethnic and 

cultural conflicts (Bonovitz, 2005). On the other hand, a minority therapist can maintain cultural neutrality, which 

may help the mainstream clients to see alternatives (Cheng & Lo, 1991). Kim (Kim & Hadley, 2013) also believes 

that her presence as a South Korean born therapist often stimulates clients' curiosity and encourages them to engage 

more.   

In C's case, it is the minority therapist/minority client dyad. The advantage of this dyadic relationship is that 

there is no racial bias between C and myself. The majority of ethnic clients I have met are from eastern countries; I 

have noticed that we can relate to each other more naturally because of our similar ethnic backgrounds and 

experiences of living abroad, and I can build the therapeutic rapport with them almost instantly. This sense of racial 

solidarity is confirmed in Kim's narratives (2013) and Goode-Cross and Grim's study (2016). Some researchers have 

also found that ethnic matching is more salient for people of colour than for Caucasians (Smith & Cabral, 2011) and 

clients with diverse ethnic racial backgrounds believe that the therapist's knowledge of discriminations/prejudices is 

significantly important (Mayer & Zane, 2013). It is also important to point out that cultural matching requires a 

balanced observation of transference and countertransference and attentive supervision so that potential pitfalls can 

be avoided or remediated (Rodriguez, et al., 2008).  

   

The examination of cultural transference and countertransference in therapy 

 

Scheiby (2005) highlights the use of music as a processing tool to offer unexpected insights and possibilities for both 

clients and therapists when countertransference arises in therapy. She explains, “we play and sing together with our 

clients, we should be aware that there is a necessarily subjective element of the treatment process […] so therapists 

should embrace this fact and use it in a positive way by looking at how musical countertransference techniques can 

be helpful for the music therapist in the treatment process” (p.10). This can be achieved through self-reflection, 

supervision, peer review, or personal therapy (Priestley, 1994).   

In both case vignettes, I was able to reflect on and analyse clients' transference and my own 

countertransference experience independently. I have also learned that sometimes limited self-disclosure about me 

and my cultural backgrounds is acceptable and appropriate and it can assist the formation of the therapeutic alliance. 

Indeed, “music therapy is a multicultural phenomenon” (Moreno, 1988, p.17), and music therapists have 

recognised that cultural influences shape therapists' world-views, clinical practice, training and supervision, and 
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perception of the therapeutic process (i.e., Toppozada, 1995; Vaillancourt, 2007; Kim, 2008; Wheeler & Baker, 2010). 

It is inevitable that engaging with clients from distant ethnic and cultural traditions can challenge therapists' views 

and sense of self and others. Therefore, music therapists need to be culturally competent (Tummala-Narra, 2015), be 

able to understand their own as well as their clients' ethnicity, identity, and culture, and be equipped to manage the 

projections of these variables (Salvendy, 1999; Hadley, 2013). I hope this paper will encourage clinicians to recognise 

and use cultural transference and countertransference in their practice. 
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The Therapeutic Use of Dance for People with Parkinson’s Disease 

 

Alice Davies and Ian P S Noonan  

 

This paper uses English National Ballet’s Dance for Parkinson’s programme to illustrate a literature review of the 

benefits of dance for people with Parkinson’s disease. To illustrate the creative and therapeutic use of dance in the 

company’s programme, a distinction is drawn between dance therapy and the experience of being part of a dance 

company. Short-term improvements in physical symptoms, and subjective improvements in psychological wellbeing 

are noted, but the benefits of being part of a creative work of dance in terms of social interaction and quality of life 

appear longer lasting. These appear to emerge from the artistry, self-expression and collaboration in the performance 

of dance with a professional company, in addition to the benefits of dance therapy in a clinical context. 

Keywords: dance; Parkinson’s disease; creativity; movement 

 

The Therapeutic Use of Dance for People with Parkinson’s Disease 

 

The paper explores the evidence for the therapeutic use of dance for those with Parkinson’s disease (PD), specifically 

exploring what impact the application of dance as a social activity and artistic outlet for the participants, rather than 

as a medical therapy, has on its effectiveness in relieving symptoms of PD and increasing quality of life. This was 

the aim of the “Dance for PD” programme which was founded in New York by the Mark Morris Dance Group in 

2001. By developing this programme, the Dance for Parkinson’s UK organisation has now established itself as the 

leader in dance therapy for PD in the UK. The ideas and literature explored here will focus on groups run by this 

organisation, finally looking at the unique programme set up by ENB. The Creative Health, and Arts in Health 

movements have gathered increased momentum, and over the past decade shown greater integration of arts 

practitioners working creatively for health and wellbeing outcomes, alongside and in collaboration with arts therapists 

delivering individual and group interventions for specific conditions and with specific therapeutic aims. This 

integration has been evaluated in the Art, Health and Wellbeing Inquiry Report (APPG 2017). The report 

demonstrates an increased presence of arts in health and care environments such as: participatory arts programmes; 

arts therapies; arts on prescription; and medical humanities in medical and allied health professional training. The 

importance of this integration is the impact on everyday creativity, attendances at cultural venues and events, 

individual and group wellbeing, and social inclusion. This case study illustrates these integrated outcomes of 

inclusion, creativity, participation and wellbeing in the Dance for PD programme. 

Parkinson’s is a neurodegenerative disease which affects 1-2% of people over 60. Symptoms include 

decreasing stability and coordination, development of muscle rigidity and tremors (Olanow et al., 2009). As a result, 

people experience bradykinesia, stooping posture and a “shuffling gait” leading to increased risk of falls (Griffin et 

al., 2008). These physical symptoms affect patients’ psychological and social wellbeing. Research into the 

psychological effects of these symptoms suggests that 90% of people with PD suffer from anxiety, depression and 

social isolation, which often impact on their quality of life and on the lives of those around them (Ketharanathan et 

al., 2014; Landau et al., 2016).  

There have been many studies which have found exercise and motor training to have positive outcomes on 

movement, balance and strength in people with PD (Crizzle & Newhouse, 2006; Goodwin et al., 2008; Dibble et al., 

2009; Allen et al., 2010). However, much of this motor training is in the form of physiotherapy (Allen et al., 2012). 

It has been reported that adherence to these exercise programmes is often low, due to the lack of motivation and 

inspiration to participate (Keus et al., 2004). With the psychological and social needs of patients not being met, the 

use of therapeutic arts, which may meet these needs, should be considered.  

Since the recognition of the psychological impact of ageing and the long term conditions which often develop 

with ageing, there has been a significant increase in the therapeutic use of the arts in older people, those over 65 years 

old (DH, 2011) who are the group in which PD is most prevalent (Pringsheim et al., 2014). This has been particularly 

identified as being a problem amongst those with long term conditions like PD. 
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A study carried out by the American Society of Ageing across the USA sought to measure the impact of 

professionally run artistic community projects on the physical, mental health and social needs of older people with a 

range of health conditions (Cohen, 2006). The study concluded that these activities produced positive health 

outcomes for the participants. This was achieved by enabling the participants to experience a sense of mastery (Rodin, 

1986), which in turn gave participants a sense of control. Pioneering research on ageing carried out by Rodin (1986) 

and Rodin (1989) associated these feelings of mastery and control with health improvements in older people. This 

can be extrapolated and applied to those with PD because, as stated by Schrag et al. (2000), lack of control over their 

lives is a major concern. These concepts can also be applied when looking at the use of dance to improve health 

outcomes in PD. The arts in general, and specifically dance, can be used to provide this sense of mastery or control 

as it provides the opportunity for new achievements and to create something beautiful which can give satisfaction 

and empowerment (Cohen, 2006). As a result of an increased feeling of control over their lives, the participants in 

the study reported an increased feeling of capability to perform in all areas of life, not just in the therapy programmes 

(Cohen, 2006). Having discussed the importance of arts therapies, the specific use of dance as the art form to facilitate 

improved outcomes, physically, psychologically and socially will be explored. 

There has been a significant amount of research which has found dance to lead to short term improvements 

in the physical symptoms of PD. A case study carried out by Hackney & Earhart (2010) on one member of a Dance 

for Parkinson’s group concluded that there were improvements in balance and gait after 12 sessions, evidenced by 

improved scores on the Fullerton Advanced Balance (FAB) Scale (Rose et al., 2006), a quantitative test used widely 

in assessing balance and stability in those with PD (Hernandez & Rose, 2008; Batson, 2010). These findings were 

corroborated in two studies carried out by Houston & McGill 2011 and 2013 on the participants of the ENB’s 

programme, which found a statistically significant increase in FAB score on completion of the programme (Houston 

& McGill, 2011; Houston & McGill, 2013). It is, however, worth noting that due to the unique presentation of PD in 

different people, the use of one test to make conclusions about the physical benefits of dance is limited as it may not 

encompass certain improvements made by the individuals or may exclude areas of deterioration (Crizzle & 

Newhouse, 2006). Also, non-physiological factors may affect the results (Houston & McGill, 2011). For example, 

one test within the FAB scale which assesses postural stability requires the participant to transfer their body weight 

to the hands of the tester who then pulls their hands away. The ability of the participant to rebalance themselves is 

then assessed (Hernandez & Rose, 2007). It was noted in the assessment that when this was carried out at the end of 

the programmes, the participants would more freely allow their weight to be held by the tester, which therefore 

skewed the results to represent a more significant increase in postural stability (Houston & McGill, 2011). However, 

Houston and McGill 2011 hypothesised that this may have been due to an increase in confidence and self-efficacy, 

as opposed to any physiological changes.  

Overall, these psychological changes represent a key aspect of the findings. Throughout the research carried 

out into the effects of dance on those with PD, there is evidence that the participant’s wellbeing, confidence and 

quality of life increased as a direct result of their participation (Westbrook & McKibben, 1989; Westheimer, 2008; 

Earhart, 2009; Heiberger et al., 2011). Martinez-Martin (2017) concludes that quality of life is a multidimensional 

construct that is experienced subjectively, across physical, social, mental, and personal domains. Of the 20 item 

examples of Health Related Quality of Life adapted from Fitzpatrick et al (1998) in Martinez-Martin’s work, all of 

the following relate to wellbeing, confidence and quality of life improvements reported by participants in the ballet 

workshops: fatigue, pain, mobility, anxiety, low mood, concentration, coping, social relationships, satisfaction, 

spirituality, and stigma.  

With guidance from those within ENB with profound experience and knowledge of dance, their Dance for 

Parkinson’s programme has been developed, recognising the importance and positive impact of the artistry, self-

expression and collaboration provided by dance, particularly when viewed as an art form as opposed to it being seen 

simply as therapy (Houston & McGill, 2015). These themes will now be touched upon by further exploring the 

research carried out at Roehampton University on the ENB Dance for Parkinson’s programme. 

Research carried out on other Dance for Parkinson’s groups, such as Heiberger et al 2011 and Westheimer 

et al. (2015), has identified that overall quality of life improved throughout the programme for the participants and 

remained higher for a short period afterwards. Both studies used the Quality of Life (QoL) Scale, which has been 

shown to provide a meaningful measurement of quality of life for people with long-term diseases such as PD 
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(Burckhardt & Anderson, 2003). However, the use of these quantitative methods does not give a rounded picture of 

the impact Dance for Parkinson’s has on its participants. Houston (2011), published prior to the research carried out 

on the ENB programme, highlights the limitations of such quantitative methods. Instead, Houston proposes using 

qualitative tools such as semi-structured interview and focus groups, along with acknowledging established 

sociological theories about disability and dance, in order that a greater understanding of the experience of dancing 

for someone with the PD might be gained. She also suggests that these methods may allow analysis of the experience 

in context with focus on the person dancing as opposed to their disease (Houston, 2011). 

Following on from these findings in Houston, it is recognised in Houston & McGill (2011) and Houston et 

al. (2015) that the ENB programme shows awareness of the importance of a strong sense of self beyond PD for their 

participants. This phenomenon is recognised in research by Westheimer (2008) as crucial in improving their 

wellbeing. PD is a condition that gradually develops through various physical changes, often with negative 

consequences for perceptions of self-identity (Turner, 2003).  

The act of dancing, and the experience of moving in a new way, may enable the individual to uncover how 

their experiences of PD are unique. It also helps re-frame how the disease does not define them but merely is another 

aspect of themselves, potentially leading to an increased sense of self (Turner, 2000). PD can have a negative impact 

on a person’s sense of self (Aarsland et al., 2012). However, Thomas (2003), demonstrates how dance can facilitate 

an increased sense of self, and suggests that dance could lead to the participant re-discovering themselves beyond 

their disease. This occurs as they are able to explore their capabilities and discover new aspects of themselves, as 

opposed to focusing on their disease and its limitations. Pioneering scholars of the disability movement in the UK, 

such as Michael Oliver, argue convincingly that it is the “exclusionary behaviour” of society that impairs and reduces 

any sense of self in those with a disability such as Parkinson’s, rather than the disability itself (Oliver, 1990). 

Therefore, through the Dance of Parkinson’s programme at ENB, which focuses on its participants as dancers and 

not as PD sufferers, participants are allowed to re-develop this sense of self, which then leads to the improvements 

in wellbeing shown in the report by Houston et al. (2015).   

Social isolation is often a consequence of PD (Aarsland et al., 2012). Social engagement is another important 

factor which led to the increases in wellbeing and quality of life reported in Houston & McGill (2011) and Houston 

et al. (2015). Through interviews and a focus group, Houston et al. (2015) highlighted the importance of the classes 

as somewhere people felt valued and could make friends. Participants in the research stated that they enjoyed how 

the focus on dance gave them the ability to engage with each other over something other than their PD, which they 

noted was usually the main topic of conversation at other PD support groups. The participants of the research also 

noted that the social and collaborative nature of the programme motivated them to continue attending the classes in 

a way that they hadn’t noted at other organised exercise groups or physiotherapy sessions. Fisher et al. (2008) suggest 

that these findings could also have a physical impact, as adhering to exercise programmes has been shown to improve 

outcomes. However, more research is needed to confirm this. 

A continuation of the social engagement provided was a unique feature of the ENB programme noted by 

Houston et al. (2015), which immersed the participants in the world of ballet more so than any other Dance for 

Parkinson’s group. The course itself was based around the ballet Romeo and Juliet, which the ENB Company were 

also producing at the same time, allowing the Dance for Parkinson’s dancers to feel part of the wider ballet company. 

The programme was introduced with general education about ballet. Each session was attended by members of the 

company, who would assist with the repertoire. Furthermore, the group had the opportunity to watch a performance 

of the ballet and were given masterclasses in stage make-up and costume-making by the production team of ENB. 

These experiences, alongside the ballet classes, allowed the participants to continue to develop the sense of self, 

which was previously noted as important (Thomas, 2003). The participants were able to concentrate on the many 

new experiences and the knowledge they had developed through the programme, as opposed to concentrating on 

their disease. It allowed them to see that they could still enjoy new experiences and were capable of mastering new 

skills, which many participants no longer believed would be possible after a diagnosis of PD. One member of the 

group noted in interview that the education provided about the ballet stirred past memories of what he used to enjoy 

and engaged his mind in a way that it had not been since before his diagnosis. This could be interpreted as a re-

discovery of his sense of self, which it is clear improved his quality of life (Houston et al., 2015).    
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Overall, it is the high quality of education which can be provided by a leading dance company, such as ENB, 

and the positive effect of the sense of belonging to such a prestigious organisation which gives the ENB Dance for 

Parkinson’s programme its uniqueness and helps enhance the improved health and wellbeing seen. This has been 

demonstrated through the quantitative and qualitative research discussed. Other factors, such as the longevity of 

impact on Health Related Quality of Life, wellbeing, and social inclusion, which could provide further insight into 

why the Dance for Parkinson’s programme provides the positive outcomes discussed above, could be explored. 

However, additional research and discussion would be needed to identify other factors which have influenced the 

success and maintenance of effect of the programme. It might also be possible to develop and extend the principles 

of art-lead interventions, prioritising the integrity of the work, education, and active efforts to engage participants, to 

produce increased positive outcomes for those with PD and also, perhaps, to people with other long term conditions. 

The overall impact for the participants seemed to be finding and celebrating a sense of self not defined by 

their disease. This sense of self, being creative and having a valued contribution to an authentic performance, and 

beyond the sense of inclusion and empowerment, may impact on other quality of life improvements for people with 

Parkinson’s disease. As Cohan (2006, p.9) states, “In the arts, the opportunities to create something new and beautiful 

are endless and offer an enormous sense of satisfaction and empowerment”. 
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Navigating Grief: Using Digital Narrative as a Therapeutic Intervention in Art Therapy 

 

Rowena Keaveny  

 

This article examines the use of digital narrative as a therapeutic intervention for prolonged grief, supported by the 

“Dual Process Bereavement Model”. The integrative model identifies the bereavement process as an oscillation between 

two types of stressors, “loss orientation” and “restoration orientation”. Adaptive coping emerges, comprising of 

confrontation and avoidance, and over time the bereavement is integrated (Strobe & Schut, 1999; 2010). It considers 

the polarised debate surrounding digital technology as an expressive art medium within art therapy, before moving on 

to examine the development and ethical implications of digital practice and of digital technology as an effective art 

therapy intervention. It further explores the author’s experience of integrating digital narrative to clinical practice using 

photography and “Cyberlink Power Director” video editing software. A case study is presented of an individual digital 

art therapy intervention over a 12-month period with an adult woman who has previously been diagnosed with 

depression with prolonged grief following her eldest child’s death through suicide. This article illustrates how the use 

of digital narrative can expand the therapeutic relationship and process, providing a beneficial therapeutic intervention 

for the integration of prolonged grief in art therapy.  

Key Words: digital culture; digital technology; art therapy; complicated/prolonged grief; suicide; bereavement; digital 

narrative 

Introduction 

The use of technology and the role of digital culture provokes a heated debate within contemporary art therapy 

practice, with polarised positions taken by both supporters and opponents alike. There is a conflict evident within the 

profession between, on the one hand, moving towards engaging with technology and, on the other hand, a resolute 

position in not diverting from art therapy's traditional roots and materials. This opposition is demonstrated by 

respondents to my thesis research online survey question, sent to the professional bodies representing practising art 

therapists: IACAT; AATA; CATA; ANZATA & BAAT:* “Whether you use technology currently or not what 

benefits or advantages do you experience or envisage?” With one position, “It suits certain client preferences and 

needs. It is a vital part of a contemporary, expansive palette in the arts and communication. Digital media is both 

similar and distinct from a graphic pen! It is a worthy area of art therapy expansion and savvy and needs more 

research, learning, and experimentation”, contrasting strikingly in diametrical opposition to the position, “No 

advantage, it should be a pen to paper experience only”.  

However, despite this polarity, digital culture does have an increasingly prominent role in the life of an art 

therapist, both professionally in terms of day to day professional administration (McNiff, 1999; Malchiodi, 2012; 

Collie & Cubranic, 2002; Miller, 2017) and also in how technology has fundamentally altered the way in which 

people communicate with each other and the world. The emergence of digital culture has reconfigured how we learn, 

create and form communities: “A really big discontinuity has taken place. One might even call it a “singularity” – an 

event which changes things so fundamentally that there is absolutely no going back. “This so-called ‘singularity’ is 

the arrival and rapid dissemination of digital technology” (Prensky, 2001, p.1). Given the speed of this “singularity”, 

it is perhaps not surprising that as a profession art therapy has demonstrated itself through the literature to have been 

at times both unsettled and perplexed by such an abrupt societal shift.  

In contemporary art therapy practice a limited group of therapists have begun to explore, “The possibilities 

of the computer as it has evolved into a new and expressive art medium” (Thong, 2007, p.52). However, there has 

been little exploration or discussion around how and if the computer and digital technology could be utilised as an 

additional material with the potential to deliver therapeutic benefit, with most of what sparse literature there is relating 

to a mainly American or Canadian experience.  

 

                                                 
* IACAT: Irish Association of Creative Arts Therapists; AATA: American Art Therapy Association; CATA: Canadian Art 

Therapy Association; BAAT: British Association of Art Therapists. 
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Methodology 

This article considers the digital native centric position of literature available, the role of technology in art therapy 

training and the arising ethical considerations of integrating technology into clinical practice. It further explores the 

qualitative outcomes from my experience of integrating digital narrative into an emerging clinical practice in an Irish 

context using photography, animation and “Cyberlink Power Director” video editing software. Such a non-traditional 

approach evolved while working with a client for whom it became evident that unless a sufficient distance could be 

created she wasn't going to be able to find a way out of the eternal corridors of grief she often seemed close to 

drowning in. However, as a training art therapist would I have the confidence or self-belief to introduce it, especially 

when concrete examples of digital clinical practice are limited within the literature? The case study presented is 

outside of the demographic predominantly explored in art therapy literature. It indicates that the use of digital 

narrative and technology has the potential to be a beneficial therapeutic intervention for a diverse range of clinical 

populations and not specifically those that are by virtue of their birth dates, digitally native. 

 

Literature Review: Digital Culture and Technology in Contemporary Art Therapy Practice 

Traditional or Digital Media? 

I had expected to find more current discussion within the literature relating to the physical qualities of traditional and 

digital media, especially considering what is perceived in the literature as lack of tactile qualities, leading some 

therapists to conclude that there is no place for technology within their clinical practice (Kapitan, 2009; Klorer, 2009). 

Klorer states that her position is not, “anti-technology” but has developed from witnessing what she regards as the, 

“Unintended consequences of a techno-digital society on the mental health of children” (Klorer, 2009, p.80). She 

goes on to suggest that children and adolescents spend more time in “pseudo interactions than eye-to-eye contact, 

real art doesn’t have a chance, just like real relationships don’t have a chance” (p.80).  

This raises a position taken by some theorists that traditional materials such as clay, paint, or pastels provide 

a “real” experience while a technological one is, “Fast food art” (Potash, 2009). Kramer et al. (1997) argue that 
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computer-generated art making, “Does not provide a meaningful sense of engagement” (cited in Potash, 2009, p.53). 

I find this attributing of experience problematic, as it places the therapist in the position of determining the 

authenticity of another's creative experience. It also has a neuro-typical emphasis that does not address the needs of 

client populations who experience sensory processing disorders. 

Emotional Response 

The majority of debate relates to the qualities of traditional versus technological materials and this may explain why 

there is limited discussion in the literature around the intense emotional responses provoked by technology and what 

may lie behind them. This lack of discussion leads Asawa (2009) to cite Cresswell's (1998, p.58) position that the 

“strongest and most scholarly rationale for a study [...] follows from a documented need in the literature for increased 

understanding and dialogue about an issue”. Asawa goes on to argue that expanding the dialogue in relation to the 

emotional barriers that art therapists experience when engaging with technology can only facilitate an increased 

understanding of these barriers. As a result, training could be developed specifically to bridge the so called “digital 

– divide” that is evident in the profession. This divide has also been explored by Orr, 2006 & 2012; Kuleba, 2008; 

Peterson, 2010; Malachodi, 2009; Asawa, 2009 and more recently by Peterson, 2012; Carlton, 2014 and Garner, 

2017. 

Further, it is often observed that art therapists who use technology generally have had little formal training 

(Carlton, 2014; Orr, 2006). Asawa (2009), in a focus group she established specifically to explore the emotional 

responses that art therapists face when they choose to engage or not with technology, found that emotional factors 

such as anxiety and particularly in relation to “something going wrong” were additional barriers to the adoption of 

technology. From her research she identified four dominant reactions emerging in response to technology within her 

study group: fear, frustration, anxiety and anger. Consequently, Carlton (2014, p.42) argues that “As a result, art 

therapists are reported to feel under skilled and under qualified to engage in digital media with clients due to having 

no or low exposure to applications and ethical practices in graduate programs”. She states that as digital culture has 

expanded the role of technology in art therapy training has been addressed by a growing number of theorists including 

Ehinger, 2009; Kapitan, 2009; Orr, 2006 & 2012; Peterson, 2010; Kuleba, 2008 and Wolf, 2007 (2014, P.42). 

 

Training and Adoption 

 

While it is true to say that the vast majority of the research materials explored in the area of digital art therapy practice 

are specific to an American or Canadian experience, I would argue that both the findings and the implications arising 

from them are also pertinent to art therapy training currently undertaken in both Ireland and the UK. Art therapy 

training needs to fully acknowledge the development and expansion of digital culture and the subsequent societal 

shift that is ongoing. If it doesn't, it will not only fail to authentically address the lived experience of training art 

therapists, but it will also not adequately prepare them for the reality of clinical practice in the digital age.   

Peterson, in his 2010 study determining how, “art therapists reject or accept technology and /or digital media 

for therapeutic use with their clients” (2010, p.26) adopts Rogers (2003) “Diffusion of Innovation” model and 

identifies a two-stage process that is undertaken when adopting the use of a new technological medium. Stage one 

refers to the therapist's personal decision to use or reject technology (Stage I Adoption). The therapist then decides 

whether the new media is a suitable therapeutic intervention through a process consisting of three stages: decision, 

implementation and confirmation (Stage II Adoption). As he states, “It explains how therapists arrive at personal 

knowledge and use of innovation. However, it does not explain how that knowledge could be transferred to clients” 

(2010: 26).† 

This work on adoption of media innovation highlights the absence of case studies of clinical work relating 

to this emerging field. What studies there are, tend to be disproportionately related to children by virtue of what is 

regarded to be this client group’s inherent digital literacy and their status as “Digital Natives” (Choe, 2015; Austin, 

2009; Klorer, 2009; Kapitan, 2009; Potash, Bennet et al., 2008; Thong, 2007; Wolf, 2007; Kramer, 2007). It could 

                                                 
† For more information on Peterson's work relating to what determines art therapists’ adoption or rejection of technology or 

new media follow the link below: 

https://pdfs.semanticscholar.org/db05/5d4cf4c8a4f522c1377f46a87715a69fd0dc.pdf  

https://pdfs.semanticscholar.org/db05/5d4cf4c8a4f522c1377f46a87715a69fd0dc.pdf
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be the case that as an emerging field, digital practice across diverse client populations isn't yet embedded in the 

profession, particularly outside of America and Canada. It will be interesting to see if this singularity changes as 

“digital natives” train and practice as art therapists. 

Oscillation and Digital Narrative 

During 2016, while on my second year MA Art Therapy placement at a HSE mental health day centre I worked with 

Ruth‡ who had previously been diagnosed with prolonged grief, following the death of her eldest son by suicide. 

The longer I worked with Ruth, the more convinced I became that making a short animation, or “digital 

narrative”, would facilitate a new internal understanding of the vast oscillations between function and incapacity she 

was experiencing. It had become very clear that traditional materials weren't fully representing the vastness of the 

loss she was trying to express. During one particular session, Ruth joined twelve A2 pieces of paper together and, as 

large as the finished image was, she expressed frustration that it was still too small and flat in comparison to the 

feeling. 

While I didn't want to move Ruth away from exploring the oscillating emotions which were obviously 

causing her such profound distress, I did want to extend the therapeutic space in a way that I strongly believed would 

give her some relief and distance from the intensity of it. 

In the art therapy session of the previous week, Ruth had made a painted image of a tractor and the image 

seemed to hold but also represent the totality of her situation; how could she possibly find comfort in remembering 

positive memories about her son or begin to integrate her loss when his absence was continually obscuring the view? 

During the session I asked Ruth what she missed most about Simon; her answer was his laugh and how happy he 

was when he was driving his tractor: “It was his own slice of heaven”. The way in which she created the image, 

taping four pieces of A2 sized paper together, had a real sense that she was trying to bring the scene back to life, and 

during reflection Ruth became very distressed that she would never see the tractor move again. It was this moment 

that cemented my decision to introduce the idea of animation to Ruth; I strongly felt that by getting the tractor to 

move again, it would break the cycle of positive memory being contaminated by the re-experiencing or re-realisation 

of his death. However, “What if I was wrong and worse what if making the digital narrative had a detrimental effect 

on her?” I was mindful of a statement I'd come across in the literature, “It is important to consider which materials 

fit the goals for that individual, because the right choice of material may greatly enhance the therapeutic process, 

whereas the wrong material might hinder it” (Seindan cited in Orr 2005, p.1).          

Isolation and Anniversaries 

For me, at its most basic the screen would act as a container in the same way as a piece of paper holds the image; it 

was just a different type of paper. How could I develop a therapeutic invention that would honour my client, myself 

as a training art therapist, and this new therapeutic process? This question was particularly appropriate as when I 

looked to the literature for previous case studies I soon became aware that exploration of a therapist’s choice to 

engage with digital media is limited. I knew my own thought process exploring digital adoption, but I couldn't source 

other documented experiences, largely because, as Peterson states, “What has not been studied in depth, however is 

the thought process that art therapists undergo as they determine whether a new medium has potential to be used as 

a therapeutic tool” (2010, p.26). As the field of digital art therapy evolves, this absence is starting to be redressed but 

it did add to my sense of isolation while using digital narrative as a therapeutic intervention. I'm glad to say that 

although there were few reference points or seminal texts from which I could develop a clinical framework of 

understanding at the time, this is slowly beginning to change. One text in particular stands out: Gretchen Miller's The 

Art Therapists Guide to Social Media: Connection, Community & Creativity (2018) is a pioneering text in this 

emerging field of practice and will become a valuable resource for both training and practising art therapists. 

As I navigated introducing the use of technology into my developing clinical practice, I was aware that the 

anniversary of Simon's death was rapidly approaching and that I didn't want to add any further pressure to what would 

understandably be a challenging time for Ruth. During the month prior to the anniversary, Ruth had begun to re-

                                                 
‡ Ruth & Simon are pseudonyms. 
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establish positive memories of her son, but the nearer the date got the more reduced they became and the more intense 

her grief became; “Many bereaved people have found that anniversaries and significant dates can reawaken intense 

emotions” (Lister et al., 2008, p.248). I was also aware that Ruth had developed a fundamental trust in the art therapy 

process that I didn't want to compromise. As Ruth stated during our three-month review, “There's me, there's the 

artwork and there's you and somehow that works. I've rehashed my story over and over again, told endless people 

but here, I'm making connections, it's starting to make sense now” (2016).       

 

Into the Unknown 

Having made the decision in collaboration with Ruth to proceed with constructing a “Digital Narrative”, how would 

I translate this from a theoretical position into a clinical reality? After a lot of questioning and exploration in 

supervision I decided that because for me as a training therapist the computer was another available material, I would 

leave it on the table with the other materials. Before Ruth arrived and we embarked on this new phase of our 

therapeutic journey together, I remember looking at my black shiny laptop and wondering if this was the right thing 

to be doing but also, more pertinently, how would it go? While in theory I knew that I agreed with artist and art 

therapist Rachel O’Rourke's (2001) position that, “Using video in art therapy can help people to heal from trauma 

through the creative process of video creation and environmental stimuli to encourage creative expression” (Cohen 

and Johnson, 2015, p.24), in this period of waiting to discover if therapeutic instinct had been misplaced, it felt like 

a very lonely place to be. 

In the first session using technology, Ruth picked an image that she felt the 2D version hadn't accurately 

represented, one in which her head felt full to the point of explosion. The A2 sized image, made using pastel on white 

paper, appeared to be a tangled collision of coloured lines drawn at speed with an intense energy. At the time of its 

creation Ruth had expressed feeling so overwhelmed by life, experience, relationships, responsibility and grief that 

she physically felt her head could explode. 
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After photographing the image, we uploaded it to my laptop and added a fish eye effect from the, “Cyberlink 

Power Director” film editing programme, after which the image appeared to be emerging, almost bulging out of the 

screen. Ruth let out a little squeal, as if she couldn't believe what she was seeing; she pointed at the screen and said, 

“That's it, that's exactly it, that's how my head feels. I don't believe it, how is that even possible? It's not flat [pointing 

at paper image] like it is there, it looks real, how it feels in here, (pointing to her head) WOW”. After the session I 

felt immensely relieved that although very early in the process Ruth had immediately been able to make connections 

between the depth of feeling, recognise and explore it. By adding the fish eye effect, Ruth had been able to more 

authentically represent and release emotion in a way that she felt the flat two dimensional hadn't been able to.                                                                                                                                                                                                                    

It's important to emphasise at this point that the source of making the three-minute digital narrative was the 

folder of completed images. The diverse collection of images made over many months using paint, oil pastel, pastel, 

pencil, and pencil crayon was the source of reflection and the corner stone for the building of new knowledge and 

insight, through its translation into a physically moving representation of a lifetime of lived experience. Ruth was 

surprised not only by how many images she'd made but also by how they had changed over time, from the almost 

invisible first pencil drawing to large expressive colourful painted images. She reflected on how differently she now 

felt, how much new awareness she had about her internal world and how her life experiences had impacted on her 

own mental health. 

I felt that the extreme oscillations of grief experienced by Ruth had continued for so long because she hadn't 

been able to gain enough emotional distance from her grief. Any progression was being obscured or erased by its 

intensity, but through this digital process the screen was able to act as a container of the vast emotions stemming 

from the suicide of her son. Importantly the digital narrative process provided Ruth with the physical distance 

required to make that transition possible.  

The externalisation provided by the digital narrative process indicates a beneficial therapeutic intervention 

as, “This technique graphically conveys that life continues to unfold and change, incorporating and adapting, 

assimilating and accommodating people, experiences and events” (Lister et al., 2008, p.249). Throughout the digital 

narrative process, Ruth was having a symbolic conversation with her son, from which she was able to reconstruct the 

meaning of their relationship in a positive way.   

After we'd added the soundtrack, using one of Simon's favourite songs, the digital narrative was now 

complete and as Ruth sat trying to pluck up the courage she needed to press play, we were both nervous although for 

both different and similar reasons. I was thinking, “What if I'm wrong about this process, what if it makes Ruth's 

grief more even more prolonged?”, while Ruth was apprehensive about seeing it as a finished piece.  

After Ruth pressed play she sat in complete silence with her hand covering her mouth until she saw the tractor 

start to move, at which point she burst in tears and a fit of the giggles at the same time, with her tears slowly being 

replaced by a deep and joyful laughter. Ruth turned to me, eyes shining with a look I hadn't seen before and while 

it's hard to describe such a powerful and profound experience in words, it was an honour to witness and is something 

I will never forget. 
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The digital narrative didn't have a title until after this first playing, when Ruth said, I know what to call it 

now, “Heaven and Earth”. She had named it after one of her earlier purple and blue pastel pieces, made up of nine 

A2 pieces of paper taped together. It's hard to quantify but there was something around the making and completion 

of “Heaven and Earth” that seemed to ease the ending process for Ruth. Since viewing it as a finished piece and 

having two copies to take with her, Ruth had moved on from being angry at the prospect of finishing therapy. She 

didn't want it to happen but appeared determined to approach it in as positive a manner as was possible, reflecting on 

her journey through the process, what progress and changes she had made and her hopes for the future. It felt to me 

that “Heaven and Earth” was not giving her permission to leave, as such, but rather the sense of safety required to do 

so.  

Informed Consent 

Once the digital narrative was complete Ruth and I discussed who would be allowed to see, “Heaven and Earth”, 

how she wanted to store it and what she wanted to do with it. I relayed another art therapists experience of a client 

being bullied after putting their iPad created images online. Ruth was horrified at the idea of putting, “Heaven on 

Earth” online and stated categorically that she wouldn't be doing that. We decided that I would store, “Heaven and 

Earth” in a password protected file initially on my laptop while the therapeutic work was continuing and afterwards 

on an external hard drive, again password protected. Ideally, I would have had a separate laptop storing only digital 

art therapy files but as a 2nd year training art therapist at the time this wasn't realistic or possible. I also drew up a 

secondary informed consent form in which Ruth gave me her permission to use “Heaven and Earth” for educational 

purposes. As she stated, “If it can help other people like it's helped me, go ahead. Why isn't it being used more? It 

should be being used more”. 

Ironically, I think that Ruth was shocked at the idea of putting the digital narrative online precisely because 

she was not a digital native. Conversely, I've observed how younger people are constructing their own online visual 

narratives daily, using Snapchat and other platforms. Within the literature, the ethical considerations of using digital 

media have been explored in depth by Alders, Beck, Allen and Mosinski (2011), who argue that clients need to be 

made fundamentally aware that they are engaging in therapy and are not performing, particularly in relation to film 

or video-based therapies. Cohen and Johnson further suggest that knowing “The potential risks involved, including 

the fact that some risks are even unknown at this point, allows clients to decide whether to participate or decline” 

(2015, p.15). During the time we worked together, myself and Ruth regularly discussed the ethical implications of 

working with digital narrative. These discussions became integral to the digital narrative process, as I wanted to make 

sure that Ruth understood the distinction between therapeutic and traditional film making.  

Discussion  

As a training art therapist, I did at times feel very isolated in the use of digital narrative. When I researched the use 

of technology in art therapy I thought initially, when I couldn't find any material, that I was looking in the wrong 

places. It then slowly dawned on me, as Garner states in Digital Art Therapy: Materials, Methods and Applications 

(2017), that “One thing is certain, what became extremely obvious during the research for this book was the dearth 

of art therapy research publications regarding technology use” (2017, p.15). I received invaluable support from my 

tutors and supervision group, which offset that sense of isolation. I was convinced that traditional materials alone 

were not going to provide Ruth with sufficient perspective or distance from her all-consuming grief and through 

many discussions my clinical decision to use digital narrative as an intervention for prolonged grief in art therapy 

was thoroughly tested. My own intense curiosity about its potential, combined with the impact I was witnessing 

therapeutically, encouraged me to continue with the adoption of an intervention in limited use outside of America 

and Canada. 

In hindsight, as a training art therapist, due to lack of confidence and a sense of isolation around the use of 

technology in a therapeutic context, I left too long a gap between introducing the concept of technology into the 

therapeutic space and the start of its use within the art therapy sessions, which did cause unnecessary anxiety in Ruth. 
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Had our developed therapeutic relationship not been so established and strong, this could have been problematic and 

perhaps even detrimental to the therapeutic process or outcomes.                                                    

When I initially introduced the idea to Ruth I had referred to making an, “animation”, however after we had 

watched, “Heaven and Earth” for the first time, Ruth told me that she had been “scared” of the word “animation” and 

that, “I didn't understand what you meant, I thought you were talking about comics and I'm not really very keen on 

those. I trusted you though so I thought you must know what you are talking about”. It was a valuable lesson in the 

use of language and something for me to be mindful of in my development as an art therapist, especially and 

specifically as it does relate to such a new area of art therapy practice.    

Dual Responsibility    

On reflection, the outcomes of my work with Ruth, specifically in relation to integration of a digital practice as a 

therapeutic intervention, indicate the importance of comprehensive social media and digital technology training in 

MA Art Therapy programmes. Given that increasingly art therapy students will have grown up using technology and 

already have an online presence, I would support Miller's position that, “Establishing awareness and training about 

best practices, risks, and the effects of social media in relationship to their new role as a clinician in training would 

be pragmatic to include in some way as part of the program's coursework or curriculum” (2018, p.59). I would further 

argue that art therapists have a responsibility to undergo regular CPD training in relation to social media; gaining and 

developing technological skills, confidence and understanding. As Choe remarks, “Just because I educate myself 

about the various digital creative media does not mean I introduce them to my clients. However, if I don’t possess 

the skills and knowledge on the various digital art making processes, how would I know whether they are relevant 

or irrelevant, appropriate or inappropriate to my clients?” (Choe, 2015, 

https://arttherapytech.wordpress.com/author/chancynoe/). Previously, it has been generationally possible to make the 

choice not to engage the digital world, but when our clients, ourselves, our medical/ social welfare records and the 

world in which we live are fully immersed in and are being impacted by it, adopting that position will increasingly 

be clinically untenable.                                                                                            

Conclusion 

This article has presented my work with Ruth using digital narrative as a therapeutic intervention in art therapy 

supported by the, “Dual Process Model of Bereavement”. Strobe and Schut’s integrative model (1999, pp.197-224) 

identifies the bereavement process as an oscillation between two types of stressors; loss orientation and restoration 

orientation. Adaptive coping comprising of confrontation and avoidance emerges and over time the bereavement is 

integrated. The article has explored my clinical intention to provide a therapeutic space for Ruth in which, through 

integrating the loss of her son, she could begin to engage more fully with life, as, “When the death has been 

incorporated, trauma like symptoms resolve, proximity seeking recedes and grief intensity abates” (Shear et al., 2007, 

p.458). The level of externalisation provided by the digital narrative process also gave Ruth the emotional distance 

she needed to develop self-compassion. In the reflective space created, Ruth came to view her lived experience from 

a less judgemental, more compassionate, accepting perspective.                    

There is a growing group of art therapists (Millar, 2018; Cohen & Johnson, 2015; Carlton, 2014; Carlton, 

Darewych, & Farrugie, 2015; Choe, 2014 & 2015; Wood, 2015; Orr, 2012; Edmunds, 2012; Mosinski, 2010) who 

have integrated technology into their clinical practice. Through combining research, experimentation and clinical 

integration, these art therapists are establishing a strong ethical framework for the emerging field of digital practice. 

I would argue that this triad approach will ensure that client need, suitability to use digital media, and type of digital 

media used, if appropriate, will be considered fully, the client respected, and clinical integrity upheld. As art 

therapists, it is our professional responsibility to inform ourselves about the ethical and confidentiality implications 

arising from the use of technology in clinical practice and to keep updated in an area that changes rapidly and often.  

This article illustrates how the use of digital narrative can expand the therapeutic relationship and process, providing 

a beneficial therapeutic intervention in art therapy. The case study presented demonstrates how the digital narrative 

process can provide gradual exposure into the specific type of bereavement that arise from the death of a child through 

https://arttherapytech.wordpress.com/author/chancynoe/
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suicide. It also indicates that the resulting emotional distance can safely facilitate the exploration of grief until 

integration of the loss becomes possible. While the implementation of digital narrative requires thorough clinical 

consideration, these findings indicate that it is a powerful, multi-layered therapeutic intervention for clients who are 

experiencing complex grief in art therapy. 
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The Creative Component in Supervision: Do Art Therapists in Ireland Engage in Art Making in Supervision 

to Facilitate Their Own Developmental Process as Practitioners? 

 

Gerri Geoghegan 

 

This article includes research undertaken towards an MA Upgrade Art Therapy (2016). The supervision of art therapists 

is examined. It is drawn from the perspective of practicing as an art therapist in Ireland for over twenty-one years, 

following training and qualification from the University of Hertfordshire (1996), as well as more recently my training 

and practice as a Supervisor. Art therapy practitioners depend on their patients and clients accessing their creativity in 

order to facilitate wellbeing and promote better health. My research set out to establish to what degree art therapists in 

Ireland facilitate their own developmental process as practitioners by engaging in art making during supervision for their 

own sake.  

The research shown in this article may provide a basis from which to deliver a future direction and vision for the training 

and practice of art therapists in Ireland. Expanding on this research could serve to improve the supervision space being 

employed by art therapists in the course of meeting their own professional needs. 

 

Keywords: supervision; art therapy; Ireland; creativity; process framework reflexive supervision; empathic resonance  

 

Introduction 

 

This article explores the question of how practicing art therapists in Ireland view a creative dimension within the 

supervision process. The fundamental objective in my research was to establish the extent of the use of art-making 

in the supervision space by art therapists. The research contributing to this article explores whether art therapists 

believe that the use of creativity enables them to achieve greater understanding of themselves as practitioners, and 

deepens the understanding of their role in facilitating greater self-agency within their clients.  

In my practice supervising art therapists, I have witnessed hesitancy in the use of engagement in the creative 

process, and, I have also witnessed that creative curiosity gently grow. I wondered if this was the case for other art 

therapists and supervisors of art therapists? And, for those who do use a creative component, to what degree does it 

help them to understand the complexities that arise within their work as clinicians? My exploration establishes the 

possible benefits for art therapists who employ their unique relationship with image making and use it toward a 

greater depth of empathic resonance with their clients, and of understanding themselves as practitioners. Alonso 

(1985), in her book The Quiet Profession: Supervisors of Psychotherapy, notes that supervision is a space in which 

to monitor and learn from one’s own practice. She highlights the potential in this vital resource, believing that 

supervision is a process where “the patient works towards health; the trainee/therapist works toward the health of the 

patient and toward his own clinical development” (p.12). In my exploration, I wondered if it resonates with art 

therapists that they could employ the same creative process for the benefit of their clinical development?  

The results of the survey will show how art therapists in Ireland view supervision as a requirement to their 

needs as a practitioner. The extent of the use of a creative component to date in their supervision process and any 

perceived benefits is outlined. Finally, responses to the survey of use of the “tools of our trade” in supervision by the 

clinician show that by using creativity they may better come to terms with issues of transference and 

countertransference in their practice, while attending to their concept of self in their role within the helping 

professions. 

 

Context 

one not only learns, one learns to learn 

(Watzlawick et al, 2011, p.247) 

 

When I sat for interview for a two-year full-time MA in Art Therapy at University of Hertfordshire (UK), in 1994, it 

was little known to me then that the body of experience and learning that would inform my journey toward a career 

in art therapy would have its basis firmly held in and by the supervision process. As circumstances transpired, the 
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first ever two-year full-time intake to the art therapy training received a Post Graduate Diploma in Art Therapy award, 

not a Masters award. The opportunity to write this article derived in part from my thesis research as a requirement of 

the MA Art Therapy Upgrade 2016. This piece of writing is a reflection of a career spanning over twenty-one years 

of practice in Ireland and the learning brought to bear due in a large part to engagement in the supervisory process 

throughout that time. 

As a trainee art therapist, it was quite unexpected to find that the supervision space offered a place where one 

could be encouraged to acknowledge or express vulnerabilities and a sense of lack alongside the initial excitement 

and wonder in the profession. In university, the supervisor was there to evaluate and monitor the depth to which the 

course content was being translated into a practical delivery of the work. However, along with this, the supervisor I 

was assigned met me with a depth of empathy and delight in her work as a supervising tutor. A rich vista of learning 

and self-discovery unfolded within the safety and containment of that supervision relationship. As a result, I was then 

and am still enthused by the extent to which one’s awareness of the process that we are engaged in as art therapists, 

and our responsibility to the personal reflexivity that is integral to our work in supervision, can bring openness and 

enquiry to our client group in a myriad of ways. 

The supervisors who inspired and nurtured me on my unfolding journey in training and practice have been the 

source of great learning and awe in my process of discovery as a supervisee and as a supervisor. I realise that the 

experience of supervision that I encountered was a successful one. On the other hand, it has been documented that 

“supervision that is not successful can leave one with feelings of restriction, [of being] misunderstood and rather 

despairing about one’s lack of ability to practice” (Case 2007, p.95). 

I returned to Ireland upon graduation from my PG Dip. Art Therapy training in the U.K., and after securing 

some hours of clinical work I immediately sought out my own supervision space. Over the intervening years, I have 

had four supervisors for individual supervision. Two of the four were qualified IACAT registered art therapists. On 

reflection of this time in supervision with art therapists as supervisors, I recall that the art materials may have been 

in the room and, as such, the suggestion and access to the materials were ever present. However, I never moved 

toward their use of my own volition, nor was I ever offered a creative model with which to process the issues I 

brought to my supervision space.  

Art therapy training became established in Ireland, with our first Irish graduates emerging in 2001. Following 

several years of working in the field of Mental Health in both public and private settings with both adolescents and 

adults, I was asked to take trainee art therapists on clinical work placement. I found myself “supervising” without 

any formal training in supervision. I had the support of the training institution, and that was seemingly sufficient 

along with my own private supervision. With time, the new art therapy graduates were seeking supervisors and I felt 

that it was time to undertake my own supervision training. In 2008 I trained as a supervisor in the process framework 

reflexive supervision model, led by Bobby Moore and Liam McGrath at PCI college. This model of supervision 

training held a deep seated acknowledgement and application of a creative component, hence I could apply the tools 

of my trade to the process work in the context of supervision. 

 

Exploration and Research 

The Irish Association of Creative Arts Therapists (IACAT) Code of Professional Conduct and Ethics for Creative 

Arts Therapists states that “members must undertake clinical supervision in accordance with the supervision 

guidelines”.1 However, a particular model of supervision for art therapists is not commented upon by the IACAT. 

With regard to the profession of art therapy, Wood (2007, p.197) discusses the developmental aspect of the 

practitioner commenting, “In art therapy […] [supervision] involves doing whatever possible to help the supervisee 

in their linking of ideas about art making, the relationship and the circumstances of the client’s life”. I wondered if 

“doing whatever possible to help the supervisee”, in the case of art therapists, included the use of art making in the 

supervision space for practicing art therapists?  

Following the distribution and analysis of a short pilot questionnaire to lay out the parameters of the research, 

an electronic survey was sent to 113 random IACAT registered art therapists in Ireland during April/May 2016 with 

a two-week deadline for completion. The survey questionnaire that was distributed using the on-line SurveyMonkey 

                                                        
1 http://www.iacat.ie/code-of-ethics  

http://www.iacat.ie/code-of-ethics
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App and results were compiled according to the SurveyMonkey data collection methods.  

The working title for my research was, “Do Art Therapists in Ireland use the Tools of their Trade for the 

Purpose of Their Own Supervision?” My sub-questions follow the inquiry as to: 

• How many art therapists in Ireland use a creative component in their supervision space? 

• Is the use of creativity an added benefit or a greater risk in the supervision space? 

• Will using a creative component in one’s supervision inform the therapeutic engagement with the client 

group? 

• Will art making within the supervision space allow the art therapist as supervisee to gain insight and develop 

a stronger sense of self as a practitioner? 

• Will it challenge professional issues of organizational concern?  

These questions buoyed me towards my investigation of what supervision is, what supervision means to art therapists, 

the chosen approach used in supervision and where they feel supervision fits in their world of work. 

 

Supervision 

 

Bernard and Goodyear, authors of the seminal book Fundamentals of Clinical Supervision (1998), define the process 

of supervision as: 

 

An intervention provided by a more senior member of a profession to a more junior member or members of that 

same profession. This relationship is evaluative, extends over time, and has the simultaneous purposes of enhancing 

the professional services offered to the client(s) she, he or they see(s), and serving as a gatekeeper of those who are 

to enter the particular profession. (p.6)  

 

Supervision is mandatory for art therapy trainees, both in college and on clinical placement. In general, supervision 

may be understood to be evaluative in nature, but this is not the case as one moves through the developmental stages 

of one’s career. Professional guidelines suggest that supervision is an on-going part of one’s professional undertaking 

and Carroll contributes that supervision, “is recognised as an essential ingredient of counseling training and ongoing 

counseling support”, “inhabited by conscientious practitioners within the helping professions” (1996, p.4). Carroll 

again notes that the British Association for Counselling (BAC) include in their guidelines that “supervision should 

be on-going throughout a counselor’s career and not stop when a particular level of education, certification, or 

membership in a professional organization is attained” (1996, p.41). 

Universally, the much-cited Hess defines the alliance as “a quintessential interpersonal interaction with the 

general goal that one person, the supervisor, meets with another, the supervisee, in an effort to make the latter more 

effective in helping people” (1980, p.25).  

Supervision and Creativity 

Winnicott, (1971) points out that even the “good enough” mother will need the support of the child’s father or another 

supportive adult in order to cope with the difficult situation. This suggests that there is a parallel in the context of 

supervision being akin to the “holding” of the mother by a third party. 

There may be a concern for art therapists that too much of the allotted time in supervision may be given over 

to the artistic expression. The many pressing issues and concerns of the practitioner may not be covered in spending 

time in the making of the art-work. Mooli Lahad proposes that all creative arts therapists explore supervision with a 

creative dimension to their process, making careful note that “the use of metaphors, images and stories is not offered 

as a substitute for other methods of supervision; they do not come in place of theoretical understanding and do not 

prevent the defining of therapeutic aims, but provide different ways of looking at things” (2000, p.15). 

Speaking from the point of view of counselling and psychotherapy, Becker, Carson and Mansfield note that, 

“creativity is both a process and a goal of supervision” (2002, p.96). Similarly, Carson and Becker emphasise the 

centrality that creativity must play for practitioners of psychotherapy and the counselling professions. Contributing 
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to writing in this field they observe that, “therapeutic creativity opens the door for everyone in the room to become 

more connected within the human condition” (2004, p.114).  

Gaffney discusses creativity, referring to “optimal engagement with [a creative] activity” as being “in flow” 

(2011, p.274). One attunes to a felt experience of “flow”, where Gaffney says, “self-consciousness disappears” but 

with it stands “hyper-awareness” (p.277). She observes, “when the period of flow ends, your conscious self returns 

and it is stronger, more self-confident, more authentic. You feel a greater sense of unity and mastery within yourself, 

and in the world around you”, leading to a greater sense of self-agency (p.277). This echoes Moore’s (2016) 

contention that empathic resonance along with one’s internal “reflexivity” can bring congruence to the exchange in 

supervision and hence within the practitioner for the benefit of the client. 

Edwards is challenging art therapy as a profession to broaden its horizon to explore the service of art and 

creativity to bring about transformation. Edwards contributes that “essentially, the supervisors task is to create a 

space for thinking, feeling and reflection” (2004, p.134). Edwards refers to Lett (1995) where he observes as far back 

as 1995 that an acknowledgement of the potential for further exploration existed in supervision in that “this would 

seem to be particularly so if the art therapist makes images as part of supervision” (p.134).   

A proponent for the use of a creative component in supervision, Edwards goes on to support the idea of using 

art in supervision, suggesting: 

If the supervisor is able to help create such a space, the supervision may then become a place in which the art therapist is 

free to play and imagine. The familiarity art therapists have with image making and the creative process can be of 

considerable help in enabling them to make use of supervision in this way. (p.134)  

This may be met with caution in holding the differentiation in the use of the creative process work. As Joy Schaverien 

states, there is the “delicate balance between supervision and personal therapy; sometimes it is difficult to separate 

the two so sensitive attunement is required to draw this line” (2007, p.56). The supervisor has to be clear in their role 

to know when to be objective in terms of the issues with which they are confronted. It is noted by Case and Dalley 

that “the border between therapy and supervision can be quite difficult for the supervisor to negotiate, partly because 

one uses similar skills and also because the therapy content and role is so familiar” (1992, p.165).  

In keeping the boundary clear, it is not surprising that much of the literature gives evidence to the lack of use 

of creativity in the service of supervision. In fact, Rees is quoted in 1998 as saying that “very few art therapists 

actually use image making as part of their supervisory process […] how rare it is to find a model that makes use of 

an overt and named space for image making in the supervisory relationship” (Brown et al., 2003, p.73). 

Searches of current literature have found that a broad range of professions, from nursing to social work to 

psychology and psychotherapy, teaching and spirituality, are engaging in the use of creativity to further the learning 

and depth of empathy in the service and promotion of their individual fields of expertise. It may be worthwhile as a 

profession to keep an eye on these developments as further impetus to value these processes in our supervisory 

spaces, even though creative arts therapists do not “own” creativity. 

Brown et.al (2003) explored the use of art making with a group of art therapy trainees. Theirs was the first 

recorded exploration whereby “introducing image making into the supervision of students was a new development” 

(pp.71-8). They proposed that for the trainee therapists, in their example, another way to formulate and communicate 

the emotional experience of art therapy sessions with clients was to engage image-making as part of the supervision 

process. They discovered that in the exposure to using art making in the supervision process this can enhance the 

work in different ways. They find that “instead of the image making causing the groups to lose focus of supervision, 

and become therapy, we found that the work of supervision was enhanced and deepened because more information 

about the clinical work was made available” (2007. p.177).  

Further to this feedback from Brown et al., and contributing to forming the basis for such depth of discovery 

in the supervisory aspect of the training environment, Garland also promotes the idea that the supervisory 

relationship is at the core of how the art therapy profession must uphold itself, and agrees that “supervision is a way 

of transmitting an accumulated body of knowledge and expertise from one generation of therapists to the next” 

(2005, p32).  

In the early literature to do with supervision of art therapists, it was almost unheard of that art therapists would 

engage in art making in their supervision space. If one were to do so, it would be met with skepticism as to whether 
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the relationship between the supervisor and the supervisee would be strong and trustworthy enough to identify “what 

is the material for supervision and what is the material for therapy”? (Case and Dalley, p.164). 

Brown et al. (2007), as trainers and facilitators, note that their supervision experience in art therapy training, 

further training and in their capacity “as professional art therapists, had been predominantly verbal” (2007, p167). 

They were in a position to courageously implement a creative component to their trainees on the art therapy course 

they provided, thereby making the parallel process more available to the trainees. Garland describes parallel process 

where “the same dynamic was operating between us [himself and his supervisor] as was between the clients” (2005, 

p29). Does this beg the question, then, that in order for the art therapist to glean more from their work with their 

clients, far more would be understood by their exploring the same process that they invite their clients to employ? 

Research Findings: Survey 

I found I could say things with colors and shapes that I couldn’t say any other way – things I had no 

words for. 

Artist - Georgia O’Keefe, (1887-1986) 

Following are the results of the survey, including an analysis of the data received. Some limitations of the research 

are outlined, including suggestions for future studies. 

 

 

Figure 1.a: Summary chart of the completed survey data 

Summary Chart 

A total of 113 emails were delivered in the electronic survey with 55 respondents (see Figure 1.a), which gave a 

response rate of 48.7%, indicating a level of interest in this field. The response rate was perceived to be above average 

compared with other surveys of its kind. What the result cannot provide is the reason why a percentage of those 

surveyed did not respond to the survey. This could lead one to query whether supervision is held as a priority for the 

non-respondents. 
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There were no skipped questions at any point in the survey, vouching for the attention and regard given by the 

respondents to the survey.  

Research Question One 

“How many years have you been practicing as an art therapist in Ireland?” 

My question, “How many years have you been practicing as an art therapist in Ireland” aims to establish at what 

stage of career development those who responded to the survey are at. (See Figure 1.b) 

 

Figure 1.b  

The topic of supervision caught the attention of a more than the expected response rate from those surveyed. 

Art therapists practicing in Ireland between 0 to 5 years were the highest number of respondents at 42%. 27% of 

respondents were practicing in Ireland between 11 and 15 years. Smaller percentages of those who responded were 

11% in 6 to 10 years practicing; 9% from those 16 to 20 years practicing; 6% from those practicing 21 to 25 years 

and 5% of those practicing in Ireland for over 25 years. This information offers to add to the knowledge base with 

regard to the position supervision holds for art therapists currently working in Ireland. It illuminates the fact that 

those who engaged with the survey have a commitment to supervision and appear to hold it in high esteem (see 

Figure 1.c). This would suggest that courage to challenge oneself and one’s practice is evident. Rollo May, in 

Courage to Create, comments that a distinctive characteristic of human beings is that we have capacity “to influence 

our evolution through our own awareness” (1975, p.12). It would appear that the art therapist respondents in this case 

are looking toward that evolution in the outcome of their respective careers, and for the profession, through the use 

of the supervision space.  

Research Question Two 

“Have you attended supervision for your clinical work?” 

 

Figure 1.c 
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Here the results show a 100% attendance at supervision from this group of respondents. Not only are qualified 

art therapists attending to their requirement and commitment to supervision, it follows on from the first survey 

question that qualified art therapy practitioners are seeking supervision at every developmental stage of their career. 

The results suggest that the situation differs greatly from that which Lahad (1997) postulated when he noted that 

many therapists are going along with very little if any supervision.  

 

Research Question Three 

“Have you ever had a creative component within your supervision experience”? 

To establish if art therapists engage in supervision with any other than a verbal approach, respondents were asked, 

“Have you ever had a creative component within your supervision experience”? 78% responded that they had had a 

creative component in their supervision experience to date (see Fig. 1.d.). Of that number, an 81% was received in 

response to finding the creative component useful (see Fig. 1.d.1). In the case of those who had not previously had 

the opportunity to engage in a creative component, there was a 92% response to wanting the creative exploration 

available as an option (see Fig. 1.d.2). 

From the response to the question as to wanting the creative component to be available, currently art therapists 

(a majority of respondents in this case) are open enough in themselves to venture into the act of recreating, in 

supervision, aspects and affects happening within their therapeutic relationships by using their creativity, should the 

invitation exist. 

 

Figure 1.d. 
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Figure 1.d.2 

Research Question Four 

“In your opinion what might the exploration of clinical material using the “tools of your trade” offer that would be 

different to using verbal exploration alone?”    

An open-ended question that would not show bias was set for the final inquiry; “In your opinion what might the 

exploration of clinical material using the “tools of your trade” offer that would be different to using verbal exploration 

alone?” This question led to the central concern of my exploration as to the views of art therapists on the use of 

creativity in the service of their professional role. The respondents explicate clearly in the positive with an affirmative 

96% response in answering this question. Responses drew attention to the fact that more meaningful use of 

supervision was expected and experienced. Greater clarity as a result of engaging a creative component was much 

cited as a benefit to the supervision space in the process of understanding their therapeutic relationship. Such 

experiences recalls and encourages that which McNiff advises; in our very humanness, to gain a stronger sense of 

self personally and professionally in accessing the “mainstream of creativity moving through every day and every 

place. It awaits discovery and offers itself for transformation” (2004, p.289). Doing so, as literature suggests, clinical 

work can be processed both visually and verbally, bringing the experience “alive” and offering “further thinking 

resulting in emotional insight for the supervisee” (Brown et al., 2003, p.77).  

 

Figure 1.e 
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There was a cautionary note from one respondent to consider the close proximity of therapy and supervision 

where a supervisor’s lack of experience may not manage to hold that differentiation. It is noted by Case and Dalley, 

that “the border between therapy and supervision can be quite difficult for the supervisor to negotiate, partly because 

one uses similar skills and also because the therapy content and role is so familiar”, echoing the caution on the part 

of the respondent (1992, p.165). 

In general, the replies gathered from the survey were more than supportive of the use of creativity in the 

supervision space.  One response observed “Engaging in creative/play activity is obviously at the centre of art therapy 

practice and should play a part in supervision”. Employing art making in supervision was seen to “validate one’s 

particular discipline”, offering deeper reflection on the role of art therapist. In bringing issues of transference and 

countertransference to the fore, it was felt that “using image-making within supervision has helped reach much deeper 

feelings” that the respondent “needed to connect with in order to understand countertransference”. Responses 

included genuine belief in the expediency of the creative process being “good shorthand to get to the heart of things” 

and that “Art can be left behind words, rather than remain in the forefront of supervision, [art] as essentially part of 

the integrity of my profession”.  

In the main, these findings report that imagery created in the supervision encounter promotes insight, use of 

empathic resonance, deeper understanding and greater awareness of the unconscious processes that may emerge.  

This survey did not establish the basis of respondents’ supervision attendance in relation to recommended 

professional guidelines of one hour of supervision for every ten client contact hours. Other questions could have been 

included in this survey to discover how frequently art therapists are attending supervision. We do not know whether 

supervision was funded from within the service where art therapists work, or if practitioners seek supervision on a 

private basis. Did the supervision take place on-site at work or was it off-site? The respondents did not indicate of 

their own volition as to the nature of supervision, for example, was it of a managerial, mentoring or of a consultative 

nature? It was not established if respondents’ experience of being a supervisor or a supervisee was in a group or in 

an individual context. It was also an opportunity to ask respondents about their preferences for Continuing 

Professional Development (CPD), and if these needs or preferences were being met. More specifically, I could have 

established whether art therapists attended supervision with art therapists or creative arts therapists as supervisors, 

and whether the supervisors referred to by the respondents were art therapists or not. And, for the clinician personally, 

I might have asked, what attention is given by the practitioners to issues of self-care that may arise through the 

discourse in supervision.  

Conclusion 

For the art therapists who responded to the survey, the ability to contain and process issues within the boundary of 

the supervisory space is key. The higher percentages of positivity toward the use of creativity add weight to the notion 

that creativity is a supporting core pillar, not only a scaffold, for the profession of art therapy. Brown et al. comment 

that in supervision “the processing of clinical material can be seen as a continuum with the raw undigested material 

at one end and its transformation at the other. This is not an abstract intellectual activity, it is more about the 

connection between feeling and thinking” (2003, p.72). This is vital to the therapist’s ability to have empathy in the 

therapeutic space. 

Having a creative component available in the supervision space may direct us toward the notion that the 

creation of an image will bring forth such authenticity that “the artist in the art therapist” will serve to inform the 

process material in supervision space with greater expediency (Killick, 2007, p.211). This awareness of expediency 

was highlighted in several of the responses to the questionnaire where the imagery brings the supervisee directly “to 

the root of the matter”. 

The process framework reflexive supervision training I underwent brought about a deeper appreciation of 

experiential learning for this author. Looking at the overall dynamic of the supervision space, not all consequences 

of the engagement can be apportioned to the patient. Killick (2007) outlines that there are also attributes of the 

supervisor and the supervisee impressing on the dyadic relationship. She notes “it is generally accepted that emotional 

experiences occurring within the supervisor-therapist dyad resonate with those occurring within the patient-therapist 

dyad, and inform the supervisory process” (2007, p.202). This resonates with Rollo May’s observation, in that it is 

“like a chemical mixture, if one of us is changed, both of us will be” (1975, p.8). In addition, Killick warns that 
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“When the art is not allowed to speak for itself”, the therapist/supervisee cannot benefit from a greater sense of self-

agency following processing of the therapeutic encounter (2007, p.210). 

Rees suggests that “the art therapy practitioner’s tools of her trade are her own feelings and responses” (1998, 

p.227). This being the case, the exploration in the supervision space in the parallel process can be understood more 

clearly by engaging the creative skills that art therapists are most familiar with in their practice. 

The essence of training as an art therapist, requires one to have established their identity as an artist and to 

have “gained a high degree of personal understanding in terms of their own creative and internal processes which are 

based on trusting the intuitive” (Case and Dalley, 1992, p.144). One might ask, where does that requirement go upon 

qualification as an art therapist? One is required to not bring one’s own personal agenda into the therapeutic space, 

that milieu is the remit of the client. The therapist has to “hold back and not influence” and yet provide an array of 

materials and a stimulating environment. What is that doing to the creative potential that the art therapy trainee has 

strived to establish prior to training, and then has to deny themselves as therapeutic “practitioners” the opportunity 

to explore the nuts and bolts of their work, without the main tools through which they display their craft? It has been 

my experience that supervision is containing, encouraging and challenging, all at the same time. This author contends 

that there is a space and a way in which the art therapist can survive the rigours of their professional career, which 

must include the aid of the tools of their own trade. Creativity used in the supervision process is like a professional 

embrace, akin to and maybe “more than” the holding in the therapeutic relationship. Being more attuned, patient and 

effective, we learn more as we listen and when we observe what the supervisee is listening to in their heart.  

As a supervisor, I can never be the same because of what is explored in the supervision process. I embody that 

change and know that I can bring that possibility of change to my supervisees in every session. Rollo May describes 

this potential for change as being open to that moment when the challenge suddenly makes sense, and one is no 

longer stuck; it becomes a “dynamic encounter” and the essence of creativity (1975, p.85). 

To challenge our assumptions and to strengthen the position of art therapy in Ireland, following on from this 

research, it may be possible to design a “closed cohort” study in future where a number of art therapists might engage 

in the supervision process using a creative component so as to observe the application of such a model of supervision 

on a wider basis. This research may go towards a greater exploration of the experience of art therapists in Ireland, 

ascertain a need, wish or otherwise within the profession of art therapy and produce guidelines for best practice. This 

exploration ascertains that creativity in supervision has the potential to gain greater competencies and confidence in 

the practitioner’s working life. Addressing professional issues creatively as practitioners, in using art making in the 

supervision process, we shall surely have a cohort of practitioners who are willing to serve their clients in as diverse 

a way as clients present, bringing about salve and healing for both the helpers and those being helped. As Carr and 

Kemmis (1986) note, the real-life experience of art therapists and future art therapists seeking supervision will be 

improved as a result of greater development of theory and practice. 
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BOOK REVIEWS 

 

Basic anatomy and physiology for the music therapist, Daniel J. Schneck, London and Philadelphia, 

Jessica Kingsley, 2015, 352 pp., £24.99 (paperback), ISBN 9781849057561 

 

Daniel Schneck has written a comprehensive and informative book about fundamental anatomy and physiology for 

the music therapy profession. Although his experience and perspective is of an international consultant on basic 

physiological function, this book covers basic and advanced information for music therapists. Thus, it is a valuable 

resource for undergraduate music therapy students, graduate music therapists as well as educators in the field. In 

addition, Schneck provides extensive reference for the reader throughout.  

Schneck has divided this book into two main parts: what is this thing called “me”, and how does “me” work? 

The book comprises 14 chapters as well as an opening preface which details the relationship between the human 

body and music. The medical model very much underlies the content of these chapters, where Schneck proposes that 

in order to provide music therapy, the therapist first needs to know what is “wrong”. The intervention which follows 

relies on duration of treatment, a particular dosage, and that therapy is administered under specific conditions. It is 

important to consider that not all music therapists adhere to this particular approach/model and that their focus may 

not be solely on the physiological effects of music.  

Chapter One provides a general review of the human body and its levels of organisation to include atoms, 

cells, fluids, tissues and organs. Schneck compares the human body to a symphony orchestra in that it works as an 

integrated, functioning unit and “relies on the collective mission of all organ systems acting in concert” (p.53).  

Chapters Two to Seven detail seven attributes of physiological function to include the alimentary system, the 

respiratory system and the circulatory system. With regard to the respiratory system, Schneck reports the human body 

is an instrument that is animated by the process of breathing, and that we are not unlike a wind instrument that “comes 

to life” when one breathes into it.  

Chapters Eight to Thirteen outline bodily processes, including processing information, metabolism, 

consciousness, emotions and spirituality. The final chapter of this book explains how a music therapist may use an 

understanding of the human body in his/her practice. Schneck suggests that the key to effective music therapy is to 

first figure out what is “wrong” through assessment, clinical history, observation, and an investigation of a client’s 

anatomical and physiological status. Having identified the condition or presenting issues, Schneck advises that it is 

then time to “do something about it”. The latter involves accounting for the types of music that should be used (its 

historical period, its musical form, its musical style etc.), the dose (quantity, frequency, duration of therapy), and the 

elements of music (dynamics, timbre, tonic modes).  

In this book, Schneck clearly articulates the anatomical and physiological structures of the human body in a 

comprehensive manner. He shares his perspectives about integrating musical and body foundations into music 

therapy at successive levels of depth without it being over-complicated for the reader who may not have prior 

knowledge of anatomy/physiology. I appreciated the links made throughout this book between body structures and 

musical instruments, and I feel that this would be a useful and relevant guide for both music therapy students and 

qualified music therapists.  
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Presence and process in expressive arts works: at the edge of wonder, Herbert Eberhart and Sally Atkins, 

foreword by Paolo J. Knill, London and Philadelphia, Jessica Kingsley, 2014, 184 pp., £17.99 (paperback), 

ISBN 9781849059572 

Presence and Process in Expressive Arts Work is the outcome of a long collaborative association between the authors. 

First published in 2014, the format of the book impressed the reader as dynamically important subject matter. It is 

best described as a unique distillation of Eberhart and Atkins' individually accrued expertise and it imparts their 

personal experiences as educators and clinicians. Conversations between them and other contributors took place over 

many summers in the Swiss Alps and the American Appalachian Mountains, a suitable setting for the process for 

distillation of this material, resulting in a multi toned and layered exposition of the subject.  

 Essentially, their purpose is to convey values, attitudes and best practice for effective outcomes when 

working with the expressive arts. Their definition of presence and process is “presence is a quality of being in an 

experiential process of encounter” (p.129). Two key elements within these basic concepts are the “facilitative 

relationship” in the context of a “relational holding space”. At the core of the fusion of wisdom and experience 

underpinning the fabric of the book, the “uniqueness of the individual” is honoured. This is reflected in the theoretical 

stance whereby “meaning is contextual, subjective and multiple in a co-constructed relationship” (p.24). Care and 

respect for others is sustained in a lifelong process of cultivating a way of being by the “change agent”. Here the 

“change agent” is an encompassing term to denote healing professionals. The book can be described as a concise 

phenomenology of the subject. It contains five chapters, a foreword, a preface, appendices and a bibliography all in 

184 pages. There is no jargon; words are carefully considered and applied, and thus language becomes an apparatus 

to sustain clarity of vision, purpose and interpretation.  

 In the introduction, Atkins seeks a reorientation of focus in society toward the arts for healing and education, 

including a call for arts based research as a main mode for inquiry. Both presence and process are regarded as 

fundamental concepts underlying work in the wider contexts of all healing professions, education and social change. 

Therefore, a crucial task for the authors is to make clear the complexity and application of both concepts in the most 

accessible terms in a non-reductive way. This writing partnership has produced a detailed panorama of the subject, 

whilst at the same time the breadth of the authors’ challenge remains invisible to the uninitiated reader. In my view, 

this demonstrates the presence of affective “multi-levelled awareness” (p.70) in a process of “invitational presence” 

(p.69) for learning. 

 Chapter Two, “Embracing Surprise: The Importance of the Arts in Expressive Arts Work”, is co-authored. 

It calls for our aesthetic responsibility to discern European cultural dogma from the fundamental right we have as 

imaginative beings to be creative. Beauty is an embodied and reflective experience, not an assemblage of inherited 

rules on aesthetics. The ramifications of this cultural legacy are highlighted in Chapter Four, where Eberhart says he 

avoids speaking about art or using the word “creative” because so many early experiences associated with creativity 

are negative. For me, this speaks volumes about the challenges creative arts therapists face when the very words we 

use to classify our mode of healing trigger fear and so become obstacles. As an art therapist and therefore witness to 

the healing power of creativity it is difficult to contend with this notion. The scope of potential for such healing is 

reaffirmed for me throughout the book with quotes and insights from archetypal psychologists such as James Hillman, 

anthropologist Ellen Dsysannke and many other creative arts therapists, artists and poets. As a global community we 

are in crisis; it seems mind boggling how or why profound treatise of the arts and imagination (and by extension 

love) can be dismissed, in favour of time-constrained, prescriptive approaches to healing. Atkins and Eberhart believe 

“that one way to think about constraints, conflicts, and suffering is that these problems are to some extent, limitations 

of the imagination” (p42.). Undervaluing the faculty of imagination denies us access to a rich inner terrain of 

knowledge. Our imagination is a vital resource for affective healing that will provide a resonating and meaningful 

understanding of our place in the world.        

 As we move through the chapters, presence and process are separated into the sum of their parts; Atkins 

serves us presence and Eberhart delivers process. Eberhart aligns the efficacy of the expressive arts for awareness 

and healing with the evidence based disposition of science. He begins Chapter Four with an account of an inversion 

of processes in biological “phase transition” and an equal but opposite account of transitions in the psyche. In biology, 

changes are usually material and observable. In a type of autopoiesis, energy comes from inside the bio system and 

serves to activate phases of transition. Transition in psyche states refers to new awareness and can be imperceptible. 
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To sustain psyche development, sensitive input of information by the change agent will “enlarge the play space” 

(p.92). Here, an exchange of processes emphasises similarities rather than differences in a continuum of development 

within biological and psychical spheres. Eberhart delivers process orientated work in a methodological way; the 

intention is to engender differentiation to support a continued development of knowledge and professional application 

of these concepts. Regarding states of being, oscillations and energy exchange are best articulated in the inevitable 

intersection of presence and process. A good example of this is in Chapter Three, “Presence as Process of Encounter”, 

in which Atkins writes, “our interior responding wonder is an aspect of relational nature of reality” (p.75). In these 

intersecting moments, “spacelessness and timelessness of the aesthetic realm” (Nachmanovitch, 1990, cited in 

Eberhart and Atkins, p.95) can be encountered, bringing the uniqueness of the individual in tune with the anima 

mundi. 

 Through the creative process, I encounter experience first, and it is afterwards that a book finds me which 

will serve to amplify my experience; I received this book under such circumstances. Presence and process are inherent 

in my work as an art therapist and as an imaginative being in the world. Indeed, Presence and Process in Expressive 

Arts Work has ordered and therefore differentiated aspects of my own innate awareness, and so this book is a 

touchstone. Through the lens of the creative arts, Atkins and Eberhart have presented a spectrum of ideas, concepts, 

philosophy, psychology, efficacy of application and outcome. In this context, the expressive arts become a container. 

Without doubt, the style and quality of professional practice, knowledge and experience the authors bring to the table 

makes this dynamic container nothing less than a crucible. The arrangement of the book contributes to its 

effectiveness; as an object it embodies its own intention. In this way, it is a timely evolution of format which has the 

potential to penetrate the wider community, and contribute to a better understanding of the true role the expressive 

arts have in society. 

Notes on Contributor 

Una Walsh is a registered art therapist and artist based in Waterford. Una runs her private practice from her art 

studios (Una Walsh, Art Therapy Studios). She also works as the art therapist in the Solas Cancer Support Centre in 

Waterford. Una21.mwalsh@gmail.com  

 

 

Using art therapy with diverse populations: crossing cultures and abilities, edited by Paula Howie, 

Sangeeta Prasad and Jennie Kristel, foreword by Mercedes B. ter Maat and Gaelynn P. Wolf Bordonaro, 

London and Philadelphia, Jessica Kingsley, 2013, 424 pp., £29.99 (paperback), ISBN 9781849059169 

 

This book is a welcome addition to the literature and research on art therapy and is of relevance to those with an 

interest in art therapy within a cultural context. In today’s society, it is essential that therapists understand the 

importance of practicing in a culturally sensitive manner. This comprehensive book considers how culture impacts 

on art therapy in a variety of settings. It addresses the cultural implications of art therapy when working in schools, 

hospitals, outpatient treatment settings, community-based art therapy programmes and with unique populations. 

There is huge variety in the 33 chapters, some theoretical and some experiential. It is important in our profession to 

keep abreast of new developments and research within art therapy. We live in an age of mass movement of cultures 

and peoples across the globe. Technology has brought us closer together and we are more aware of other cultures. 

The authors have drawn together a number of practitioners working in the field across the world. It is a book that will 

stimulate discussions, and a staple for any library bookshelf. Overall, the book is accessible to both practising art 

therapists and those in training. The forward, by Mercedes B. ter Maat and Gaelynn Bordanaro, welcomes new writers 

and practitioners in the field. The book is highly valued by reviewer Judith Rubin, an international author on the 

topic, who highlights the importance of inclusivity in our profession. 

The book is divided into seven parts. Part One is entitled ‘Art Therapy and Culture’. The first section, by 

Kristel, begins with a history of art therapy and the impact of culture on art therapy. Following this, Tinnin and Howie 

describe the mechanisms of the verbal and non-verbal brain within the process of art therapy, which is important in 

separating cultural orientation from brain-based theory. This is followed by Betts’ review of art therapy assessments. 

Betts’ review highlights the need for more research and is dutifully followed by an important chapter by Di Maria on 

rules and regulations in art therapy, stressing the importance of supervision when working with people from different 

mailto:Una21.mwalsh@gmail.com
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perspectives. The issues of ethics and standards are important for practitioners in Ireland where Art Therapy is not 

state recognised. Therefore, it is perhaps more of a duty of care and responsibility for Irish therapists to their clients, 

in practicing sound ethics, to partake in reflective practice and ongoing supervision. 

Part Two is titled “The Culturally Sensitive Art Therapist”. Chapter Six examines the way culture and setting 

impacts choices and materials, taking into consideration the local environment: practicing art therapy with children 

in an Indian school with limited materials and space. Prasad shows that key to this are flexibility, adaptation and 

innovation. In Chapter Seven, Kristel points out that one does not have to leave home to experience cultural diversity 

in the therapist-client relationship, and she focuses on the role of intersubjectivity and the process of attunement. 

Getting to know your client and understanding key symbols and metaphors within a cultural context is essential. This 

is extended in the following chapter on colour and culture, through a cultural lens: “if eyes are the window the soul, 

then colour, one of our special gifts from the universe is its illumination” (Howie, p.103) In the remaining two 

chapters, Hansen explores how spirituality impacts art therapy and Dobey-Copeland emphasises practicing multi-

culturally competent art therapy within an African-American narrative. This is a theme that is reinforced and repeated 

throughout the book in terms of challenging our culturally biased assumptions and racial and cultural identity. 

Part Three looks at “The Practice of Culturally Based Art Therapy in Educational Settings”. It includes 

Nankevis’s explorations of working with children at risk, and Brancheau’s experience of working with children with 

Autism. Glassman balances the needs of the curriculum within a high school setting and focuses on the line between 

art education and art therapy. There are many challenges that need to be negotiated and navigated when working in 

a field which uses the same materials. Art therapy can be miscomprehended in the educational setting. Boston brings 

out the unique considerations for the art therapist in these settings. This chapter is peppered with colourful 

illustrations and case examples. 

Part Four focuses on art therapy within a medical setting, with an inpatient psychiatric case study included 

in Chapter 16 by Howie. Art therapy is also explored in terminal illness. The reader is reminded that even though 

grief is a universal human experience, different traditions have varying beliefs on illness and death. This is reinforced 

in Chapter 18 by Awais on “Art Therapy in Saudi Arabia”, a contribution informed by first hand reflective practice 

by the therapist herself working in a rehabilitation hospital in Saudi Arabia. It shows how metaphor can be employed 

for purposes of supporting collectivistic values rather European–centred individualistic ones. Ranganathan and 

Malick explore art based therapies (ABT) for substance users and their families. This chapter also points out an 

important reminder that although medical art therapists work in multidisciplinary teams, the work is about being with 

people in their experience rather than treating medical issues. This was a poignant reminder for me working as an art 

therapist in a hospital with a paediatric population. 

Part Five is on “Cultural Perspectives”. Grant opens up this section by introducing the area of trauma and 

the urgent need for cultural understanding when treating people with trauma, offering therapists an outline of Initial 

Trauma Response (ITR). This is further explored in Chapter 21 where Sobol and Howie explore family constellations. 

They offer an approach called the “8 Ways Paradigm”, which looks at a family through several dimensions and 

heritage. There is a natural progression in this chapter towards looking at endings. The chapter gives a small insight 

into grief-work, although it recommends resources and further reading. A chapter by Blausey and Awais reflecting 

on 15 years in New York City working with people living with HIV/Aids (PLWHA) opens up our awareness to the 

stages of HIV/AIDS. This is followed by chapter by Dean on “Cultural Considerations of Eating Disorders through 

Art Therapy”. 

Part Six is entitled “Cultural Implications for Practicing Art Therapy”. Community based art therapy work 

is the main focus of Part Six, working either one-to-one or in a group. Those interested in working in non-traditional 

clinical models of art therapy will gain from this section, especially Chapter 27, “A Self to Call Home”, a community 

based art therapy for homelessness. Chapter 28 outlines a theme-based approach known as Therapeutic Thematic 

Arts Programming (TTAP), a method developed by Levine Madoris, the author of this chapter. She utilizes this 

approach to enhance the cognitive abilities and social interactions of the elderly population. Art therapists working 

with a senior population may find this approach useful. By using a theme-based approach, clients can find out what 

they have in common and challenge deep rooted stereotypes and prejudices. 

In Part Seven, the editors conclude with an important section on art therapy in unique populations. Through 

social media and as a society at large, we are becoming more aware of political, social, and religious changes and 

conflicts across the globe. We are now more than likely to have encounters with individuals whose lives have been 
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affected by current forces of change. For example, asylum seekers and refugees, and people traumatised by the dark 

side of human life in the form of human trafficking. Libmann discusses the importance of the process of assimilation 

and integration which can be brought about by art therapy as a symbolic language. The journey of bringing art therapy 

across the globe is chartered in Chapter 31 on “Art as Healing with Children and Adults in Cambodia, China, 

Ethiopia, and the Ukraine”. Arrington describes her calling and commitment to healing. The following chapter, 

“Overseas Art Therapy Journeys”, describes art therapist’s global approach to art therapy in Chapter 32. The final 

chapter of the book looks at a program co-created by Catherine Moon, developing therapeutic arts programmes in 

Kenya and Tanzania. This programme describes a model of practice that provides an example of the challenges and 

benefits of a collaborative model.  

This book serves to bridge the information gap in art therapy between many countries across the world. The 

authors, with their multifaceted orientations, open up a space for dialogue between countries and people. Overall, 

this can be used a reference book and text book. It is a timely volume, particularly with many people seeking refuge 

in Ireland, while the country also recently recognised the ethnicity of its own travelling population. This book 

provides practitioners and teachers with insight into how to adapt training and approaches in light of the needs of 

diverse populations. 

 

Notes on Contributor 

 

Sheila Richardson is an art therapist, artist and teacher. She works in private practice specialising in creative art 

therapy interventions with children and adolescents, taking referrals from GPs, schools and agencies across the city 

and county of Limerick. She is an art therapist in the Children’s Ark Unit, University Hospital Limerick, pioneering 

art therapy to a paediatric population. She studied Fine Art at the Limerick School of Art & Design, gaining a 

distinction, and obtained a Masters Degree from the University of Wales Cardiff. She completed postgraduate 

training in Art education at the University of Brighton. She holds a Masters Degree in Art Therapy from Cork Institute 

of Technology, with a special interest in object relations theory and Jungian psychology. She was awarded an artist 

studio by the Limerick City & County Arts Council, where she works as artist. She is active in exhibiting nationally 

and is passionate about the area of arts and health, belonging to the University of limerick research arts in health 

Cluster. 

 

 

Art therapy in private practice: theory, practice and research in changing contexts, edited by James 

D. West, forewords by Joan Woddis and Chris Wood, London and Philadelphia, Jessica Kingsley, 2017, 

400 pp., £24.99 (paperback), ISBN 9781785920431 

 

I purchased this book as the topic of starting my own private practice was at the forefront of my mind. Therefore, 

when I saw the opportunity to review the book for the IACAT Journal, I immediately put my name forward. The 

book is divided into five parts; “Contexts and Collaboration”; “Working with Children, Families and the Child in the 

Adult”; “Training and Transmission”; “Governance and Supervision” and lastly “Research”. Over fourteen different 

authors contribute chapters.  

In the introduction, editor James D. West gets to the heart of the book quickly. He writes, “Most art therapists 

will have to choose at least a mix of self-employed and employed work, and this needs to be recognised and 

addressed” (p27). The topic discussed most in the first part of the book, and indeed a common thread throughout, is 

this issue of employment. The financial crisis had a huge impact on the NHS and private healthcare institutes, thus, 

there were much less employment opportunities for art therapists. We don’t have to look very far to recognise this 

impact, however, as the 2014 IACAT salaries survey illustrates that 26% of participants were self-employed and 

equally 26% were employed by the HSE. Connectedly, Frances Walton suggests that art therapists think on their 

toes, “selling the idea of art therapy to colleagues” (p56). She sees art therapy as a unique preventative way to keep 

up good mental hygiene. Also, in Part One, Jungian psychotherapist Julia Ryde raises questions such as, “how private 

is private practice?” (p43) and “how free do [clients] feel to make use of the space” (p45). This is a thought provoking 

chapter on the spaces in which we work.  
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Part One considers how the setting impacts the therapy, whether it is in a home, clinic, or art studio, and how 

this influences the work in one way or another. Frances Walton encourages the reader to look through her personal 

lens onto her career in art therapy, from starting out in the NHS, through to her private practice. She, again, highlights 

the impact the harsh economic climate is having on art therapists. The client fee is an interesting subject, discussed 

in various chapters throughout the book, whether it is directly placed in the hand of the therapist from the client or 

through NHS funding. It is a topic worth investigating before commencing a private practice. According to Hephzibah 

Kaplan, founder of London Art Therapy Centre, an “affinity with money often gets played out” (p102). She addresses 

how important it is to work out any awkwardness in supervision. Nili Sigal writes of her experiences working with 

children and aptly calls her chapter “My parents say that every minute here costs money”, providing further example 

of the fee theme.   

Sigal gives a nice account of working with schools, private practice and with agencies. She opens Part Two 

of the book pondering the clinical space and its “proximity to the waiting room” (p115). Sigal places importance on 

private practitioners constantly evaluating and questioning the way in which they work, negotiate boundaries and 

monitoring progress. She provides an effective framework in her chapter. Following this, Stephen Radley speaks 

about the infant in adult and infantile projections. He gains insights into early experiences through art therapy and 

addresses the issue of containing the unknown “within the trusted space of the analytic frame” (p147). He gives a 

summary of when he carried out two years of observation on a family. This was an unusual part of the book, for me, 

but does illustrate just how wide private practice can extend.  

Part Three touches on the topics I had expected to be at large within the book; the training and preparation 

for private practice for student art therapists. This section is ideal as a core text for students and tackles the issue 

around going straight into private practice. British Association of Art Therapists (BAAT) advises a minimum of two 

years full-time experience or four years part-time before commencing private practice. It is a topic up for debate and 

is worth a read, especially if you’re newly qualified. Insurance is also brought up and the issues around data protection 

of client material. Being self-aware in these areas is very important when starting your own private practice. This 

chapter by Themis Kyriakidou is a well thought out account of what to think about before you take the leap, which I 

found very informative. The following chapters in Part Four are good for dipping in and out of for reference.   

“Governance and Supervision” notably emphasises mindful self-awareness and self care. It is written by 

experienced art therapists and, in my opinion, could act as an effective reminder to those currently working in private 

practice. We have three parts to attend to when we unpack self-care; the “internal self, the body and the external self” 

(p245). All of these elements and the importance of exploring countertransference in supervision are brought to light 

by James D. West. To summarise West, in his chapter “Research, Epistemology and the Fee in Art Therapy Private 

Practice”, he emphasises that by engaging in research of literature and also of our own practice, we can then 

understand our client’s needs and maintain a good offering in return for the fee. He gives a wonderful comparison of 

new findings on Van Gogh’s well-documented self-inflicted injury and highlights how the subsequent “process of 

inquiry…echoes the research of art therapy” (p294). Evidence of clinical effectiveness of art therapy is growing and 

West is encouraging evidence based practice in private settings. He highlights ethical issues throughout this chapter 

and lastly by asking “what are practice research ethics?” (p325).   

The parts from this book that stand out the most for me and that I will implement in my own practice are the 

health risks associated with private practice. The examples given are burnout and secondary traumatic stress found 

in therapists and West’s list of self-care strategies “for art therapists experiencing the effects of affect in their work 

in private practice” (p240). These will be kept to hand as a gentle reminder should I ever need one. In conclusion, I 

found this book to be a challenging but informative and very worthy read and I would recommend it as a reference 

point should you wish to engage in your own private practice.   

 

Notes on Contributor 

 

Vicky Linnane is a registered Art Therapist. She works with the award winning life skills anti-bullying programme, 

SuperMe, which aims to empower children to stand up to bullying. She has worked as a creative arts facilitator as 

part of the Twilight Programme within St. Patrick's Mental Health Services over the past few years.  
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The art therapist’s guide to social media: connection, community and creativity, Gretchen M. Miller, 

foreword by Lynn Kapitan, London and New York, Routledge, 2017, 232 pp., £24.79 (paperback), ISBN: 

9781138645905 

 

Gretchen Miller's multi-faceted handbook is a long overdue and important addition to the fast developing but also 

often controversial field of digital technology and social media in art therapy. Although slight in number, previous 

texts have dated quickly or been fundamentally lacking in practical information. The Art Therapists Guide to Social 

Media is divided into three sections: “Connection”, “Community”, and “Creativity”. This structure has ensured that 

in nine chapters the complexities of engagement in a digital process and the realities of being an art therapist in a 

social media influenced “digital age” are fully and comprehensively explored.  

The first part, “Connection”, grounds the subject matter in its historical context, giving a brief history of 

social media and the development of technological engagement in what the author refers to as the “Art therapy 

community”, which is identified as beginning in 1995 with the emergence of online forums and e-groups. (Chapter 

One). The first of fifteen illustrations by Nate Fehlauer lays out the timeline of online based resources in the US, 

Canada and UK. The placing and clarity of the illustrations throughout the text enhances the readers comprehension 

of what could otherwise, at times, have been be a dizzying journey through dates, social media platforms and digital 

components. In clearly defining and outlining the development of social networking and social media platforms into 

specific categories such as: “The Rise and Impact of Mobile Connection”, “Professional Networks”, “Media Sharing 

Sites”, and “Social Network Connection Theories”, Miller has presented the evolution of social media as a specific 

history but also as a means of inviting the reader to consider and question, “How the message of art therapy and work 

of art therapists are broad casted and dialogued about in this modern age” (p.27). 

Miller's passion for the digital world, and what she regards as the potential provided by it, is evident 

throughout the text but she skilfully manages to navigate the polarity often evident within the literature, presenting 

both the challenges and potential benefits of social networking (Chapter Two). In exploring the impact of social 

media on three specific areas: relationships, self-esteem / identity and wellbeing, the author invites art therapists to 

question the professional challenges and associated risks inherent in digital media engagement.  

Further developed in Chapter Three, “Social Media, Art Therapy and Professionalism” is an area that is 

increasing in prominence; “e-professionalism” includes the role of educating, training art therapists in awareness 

around digital boundaries, their digital footprint and the necessary ethical frameworks required for working with 

social media. Miller suggests, through what she terms an “Online Disinhibition Effect”, that as art therapists we have 

to be increasingly aware and responsible for our own on-line presence and how that might impact ourselves, our 

clients and the profession.  

This chapter, in particular, benefits from the “Art Experiential” and “Reflective Questions” placed at the end 

of each one. For what can be a challenging subject, and considering the arising ethical implications, it is a welcome 

opportunity for the reader to creatively engage and also to interrogate what we think and why. As an example: 

 

Art Experiential – Create a triptych drawing about how you view your existing digital footprint, how do you think others 

might view it, and how you would like your digital footprint to be seen as an art therapist. 

 

Reflection Question – How do the posts and activities you publish on social media sites reflect your values and character 

as an individual, as an art therapist, or as an ambassador for the art therapy community. (p.70)  

 

The second part of the text, “Community”, focuses on the development of digital communities and the 

potential they may or may not offer to art therapists. Chapter Four explores how art therapists, both training and 

qualified, can use online groups and forums as sources of support, sharing knowledge, support, advice and 

opportunities. While a lot of the book's content up to this point has related to a US or Canadian experience, this 

element of digital engagement is established and developing strongly in the Irish experience for both training and 

post graduate art therapists through the use of Linkedin, WhatsApp and Facebook Messenger.  

While this is a still developing area of interaction for both training and professional art therapists, Chapter 

Five covers a much more contentious area within the profession, namely art therapies’ social media presence, 

including digital assets, generating and sharing content, and using social media as a tool to both increase art therapy's 
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visibility and also to clarify misconceptions about it. This chapter is refreshing because it moves away from text-

based theory into the presentation of what is so often lacking in the literature; solid examples and colour photographs 

of digital engagement. The understandable concerns around working digitally often obscure any potential outcome, 

so it’s refreshing to see such a diversity of projects and images highlighted throughout. Chapter Six concludes by 

exploring how the very nature of technology’s capacity to be global offers the opportunity to be global and digital 

citizens through an ‘art therapy technoscape’. This may be a step too far for many, particularly when obtaining a 4G 

internet signal can feel more like a lottery win rather than an immersion in digital culture, however Miller’s 

enthusiasm for the worldwide community collaboration is intriguing and thought provoking. 

The final part, “Creativity”, provides examples of how social media has facilitated art based projects by art 

therapists, with Chapter Seven exploring how online engagement can become part of the creative process through 

four identified stages: Preparation (internet based research); Incubation (taking a break from the creative task being 

undertaken); Illumination (social media research to see if similar concepts already exist) and Verification (observe 

and connect with interested audiences) (p.138). While the opportunities for online creative engagement are presented, 

the challenges are also addressed, including safety, accountability, authenticity and ownership. Chapter Eight is, for 

me, the highlight of the book, bursting as it is with a diverse showcase of what the author refers to as being, “6 

Degrees of Creativity” – collaborative art making that has been informed by social networking and digital tools. The 

book concludes with “Future Considerations – Social Media and Art Therapists” (Chapter Nine), revisiting the major 

themes of the text and identifying educational programs as having an important role to play in training future 

generations in using social media ethically, professionally and responsibly.  

Through presenting the development of technological engagement in art therapy, it’s challenges and 

possibilities, combined with ethical digital presence and supported by multiple examples of creative engagement, 

Miller has produced an engaging, thought provoking and vibrant text. The Art Therapist’s Guide to Social Media: 

Connection, Community and Creativity is a pioneering work that will become a valuable resource and seminal 

handbook for both training and professional art therapists. Training art therapists will gain an informed understanding 

of the required transition from a personal to professional engagement with social media, while professional art 

therapists may find the creative engagement presented to be a welcome resource for their practice. 

 

To see a preview of The Art Therapist’s Guide to Social Media by Gretchen Miller, follow the links below: 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bB-d6cKQLls  

 

http://www.gretchen-miller.com/The-Art-Therapist-s-Guide-to-Social-Media.html  

 

Notes on Contributor 

 

Rowena Keaveny is a practising artist and art therapist based in Ireland. She is currently working with the 

organisation, ‘Autism Spectrum Disorder Initiatives’ in their Tallaght and Glasnevin services with young adults. 

Rowena has a special research interest in the use of technology and form of digital narrative in art therapy. 

Rowena has a background in arts in health practice and has worked with arts, health and well being 

organisation Anam Beo since it was established in 2005. In 2017 she made a successful application on behalf of the 

organisation to The Community Foundation for Ireland Older Person’s Advocacy Fund to creatively explore how 

older people’s needs can be communicated effectively to medical staff within a hospital locally and nationally. The 

project will complete in September 2018. 

She has been a recipient of awards from The Community Foundation of Ireland, The Ireland Funds, The Arts 

and Disability Ireland Awards, The Arts Council, The Arts Council of Northern Ireland, Offaly County Council and 

Create. 
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